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2. Abstract 
The notion of Quality of Service (QoS) has evolved rapidly over the past 
few years. Until recently, the term "QoS" referred to certain characteristics of 
network performances outside the control or influence of the end user. Recent 
years have seen great advances in QoS research, mainly due to the emergence of 
multimedia networking and computing. New user perspectives and emergence 
of QoS demanding, multimedia applications complete these technological 
developments. 
The concept of QoS has moved from where the end user had no influence 
to the delivered quality. Today, ATM networks not only have the capability of 
transmitting information at high speed, but they have the potential to offer end-
to-end QoS-configurable communications under the influence of the end user. 
The Canadian Institute for Telecommunications Research (CITR), in 
collaboration with the IBM Toronto Laboratory Center for Advanced Studies 
(CAS) initiated in 1993 a major project on Broadband Services. The goal of this 
project is to provide the software technologies required to support the 
development of distributed multimedia applications. Severa! issues such as 
multimedia data management, continuous media file servers, multimedia 
synchronization and QoS management are addressed in this project. To validate 
approaches proposed in the different areas, a News-on-demand prototype has 
been developed. 
In the framework of our training period at UQAM, we focus on QoS 
management in the context of the CITR Broadband Services project. Our 
objectives are to investi.gate the interactions between database management 
systems and QoS manager. We aim at proposing a new approach where the 
database system executes some QoS management functions for the QoS 
manager. This proposa! is implemented in a prototype built using relational 
database technology. 
Anca Minculescu 
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3. Résumé 
Le concept de Qualité de Service (QoS) à évolué rapidement les derniers 
années. Dernièrement, la notion de QoS faisait référence à certaines 
caractéristiques de performance de réseaux en dehors du contrôle ou de 
l'influence de l'utilisateur final. Les dernières années ont connu des grands 
mouvements au niveau des recherches en QoS, principalement à cause de 
l'utilisation des multimédia. Nouvelle perspective des utilisateurs et des 
demandes en termes de QoS, les applications multimédia sont la complétion de 
cet développement technologique. 
Le concept de QoS a migré vers la qualité délivrée à l'utilisateur final. De 
nos jours, les réseaux ATM n'ont pas seulement la capacité de transmettre de 
l'information à grande vitesse, mais ils ont aussi la possibilité d'offrir des 
communications QoS-configurables « end-to-end » par l'utilisateur. 
Le CITR, en collaboration avec IBM Toronto CAS à initié en 1993 un 
projet principal sur "Broadband Services". Le but de ce projet est d'offrir les 
technologies software nécessaires pour aider le développement des applications 
multimédia distribuées. Certains aspects, comme le management de données 
multimédia, les serveurs "continuous media file", la synchronisation multimédia 
et le management de la QdS sont traités dans ce projet. Pour valider les 
différentes propositions, le prototype " ews-on-demand" a été développé. 
Durant notre stage à l'UQAM, nous nous sommes focalisés sur le 
management de la QoS dans le contexte du projet Broadband Services du CITR. 
Nos objectifs sont d'étudier les interactions entre les systèmes de gestion de 
bases de données (SGBD) et le gestionnaire de QoS. Nous souhaitons proposer 
une nouvelle solution où le SGBD exécute certaines fonctionnalités du 
gestionnaire de QoS. Cette approche sera implémentée dans un prototype basé 
sur la technique des bases de données relationnelles. 
Anca Mincu/escu 
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5. Introduction 
Distributed multimedia systems require the integration of various services 
for multimedia object creation, storage, access, transfer and presentation 
[KERH96]. Such systems integrate different components among which the 
database system plays a dominant role in providing a persistent and reliable 
environment to store and access multimedia objects. 
Research in the field of multimedia databases has essentially focused on 
multimedia information (the objects stored and accessed by the applications) and 
led to various propositions for multimedia data modelling [MEGH91], for data 
manipulation languages, as well as for strategies for multimedia object storage 
[RANG93]. Recently Klas and Sheth [KLAS94] have brought to the fore the 
necessity of defining and efficiently managing meta-data within the framework 
of distributed multimedia systems. 
In order to process a search request, the various components of the 
distributed multimedia system require the use of meta-data. Meta-data describing 
the content of multimedia objects is used in the multimedia document searching 
process to select pertinent documents. Meta-data conceming the representation 
can be used for quality of service management, distribution management, and 
data administration. Much attention has been paid to the use of meta-data for 
multimedia document searching, but Jess to its use with other functions of 
multimedia systems. 
Among these functions, Quality of Service (QoS) management is essential 
to efficiently access pertinent information at the required level of quality. This 
function aims to control and guarantee the level of quality that the system is able 
to offer to the user. While integrating such a function in a distributed multimedia 
system, it is necessary to consider the user's requirements regarding the quality 
of service provided by the system. Ali the components of a distributed 
multimedia system should be involved in the QoS management process 
[GUOJ96]. The users should describe their requirements related to QoS, but 
these requirements must be adapted to the various constraints supported by the 
distributed multimedia system components: client machines, database systems, 
server machines and transport system. 
Thus, the QoS manager is in charge of managing al! this information in 
order to provide the user with an offer which might satisfy his requirements. It 
then becomes essential to properly define the meta-data needed for QoS 
management, to integrate them within the multimedia document mode! and to 
take them into account when processing a user's request. In that light, defining 
the exact task of the QoS manager is one of the most important steps. In order 
to provide efficiency, eventual task delegation has to be discussed. 
This paper investigates the interactions between database systems and QoS 
managers. We examine the possible role of database systems in QoS negotiation 
and adaptation and we propose different approaches to use database internai 
mechanisms to efficiently support QoS management functions. 
Anca Mincu/escu 
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This document is structured as follows. Chapter I introduces the context of 
our research. In that light, this chapter sets out the description of Canadian 
Institute for Communication Research (CITR) research project and a framework 
for discussing QoS support in distributed multimedia systems (DMS). QoS 
terminology and principles are introduced. The objectives of this thesis will 
follow. 
Next - in Chapter II - the QoS Management is introduced in the context of 
the Broadband Services Project and especially News-on-demand Prototype. 
Following, the relational approach is introduced by addressing QoS manager and 
database manager system (DBMS) interactions. 
Chapter III includes the different solutions regarding our new approach of 
the prototype. Three variants are discussed and the concluding choice is 
presented. 
The implementation details presented in Chapter IV correspond to the new 
prototype architecture. The database creation, the user interface and the other 
implementation details are presented. 
Chapter V regroups the general conclusions and presents areas where 
further work should be performed. 
Anca Minculescu 
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Chapter I: General Context 
A. The Canadian Institute for 
Telecommunication Research 
Established in 1990, the Canadian Institute for Telecommunication 
Research (CITR) is a federally incorporated not-for-profit research company, 
devoted to enhancing the competitiveness of the Canadian telecommunications 
and software industries through university-based research and postgraduate 
studies target on the research projects . Initiation and collaboration in different 
projects are its goals . [CITR97] 
The CITR research program is defined through six Major Projects, each one 
a large, multi-faceted enterprise with a single unifying theme, a coherent set of 
objectives and involving a geographically distributed team of university-based 
researchers [WANG97]. T hey are as fo llows: Broadband Network Architecture, 
Broadband Services, Photonic D evices and Systems, Mobile and Personal 
Communication, Broadband Wireless Communications, Broadband Satellite 
Communications. Each one has been formulated in collaboration with industrial 
partners so as to respond to particular needs of Canadian industry. 
1. The Broadband Services Project 
In the light of flexibility and efficiency, the project aims at offering software 
technologies required to support the development of distributed multimedia 
applications. We speak here about such applications as electronic news, digital 
library, tele-medecine, remote consultation, tele-learning or collaborative work. 
From the industrial partnership point of view, IBM Toronto Laboratory Center 
for Advanced Studies (CAS) collaborates in the « Broadband Services Project ». 
The project goal is thus to "gain new knowledge and/ or validate proposed 
approaches through prototyping, demonstration and evaluation on an A TM test 
bed". [VEL T96] 
Among its objectives, the "Broadband Services" project aims to integrate 
solutions into a prototype of distributed multimedia systems.[CITR97-98] Thus, 
the project leads to the development of an integrated prototype of a ews-On-
Demand service. This prototype integrates a continuous-media database and file 
server capable of supporting a remote-access, news-on-demand network service, 
implemented on a broadband ATM-based network platform. As reported in 
[VELT96] three such prototypes were build and demonstrated, the last one in 
March 1996. 
The project has been divided into four sub-projects investigating specific 
issues: Multimedia Data Management, Distributed Multimedia File Service, 
Anca Minculescu 
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Quality of Service Negotiation and Adaptation, Synchronization of Multimedia 
Data. 
The Multimedia Data Management project addresses the issue of providing 
data management support for distributed multimedia applications. The general 
approach incorporates object-orientation and distributed database functionality. 
The specific objectives are: logical modelling of multimedia objects, modelling of 
the presentation synchronization requirements of multimedia objects using a 
temporal object model, developing the user access primitives and developing 
distribution and data localization strategies for multimedia objects [CITR97-98]. 
The major objectives of the Distributed Multimedia File Service project are 
to stress test and fix problems resulting from the tests, to provide a service on 
the Internet which permits users around the world to use the Continuous Media 
File System (CMFS), to complete the performance analysis and theoretical work 
of the admission and the network control algorithms as well as to complete PC 
support for Windows 95/NT by supporting a client using MPEG hardware card 
[CITR97]. 
The CMFS is distinguished from other conventional network file servers 
most notably in that it is capable of handling continuous-media documents, but 
there other features as well, made necessary by the scale and quality objectives of 
the envisioned service, that are novel. We are lading at huge volume of data 
retrieved and transmitted at gigabit/ sec speeds to tight timing constraints and 
responding with imperceptible delay to hundreds of different, concurrent, client 
requests . The various data streams involved in the transmission of a multimedia 
document are aligned (synchronized) at the transmission to avoid the need for 
large playback buffers at the subscriber. It supports concurrent read/write and 
QoS can be user controlled [CITR97] . 
The objective of the Quality of Service egotiation and Adaptation project 
is to investigate the impact of dynamically changing QoS design of applications 
and to develop methods for the management of the quality of service related 
resources within a distributed environment. It aims at developing a methodology 
for the design of distributed multimedia applications that can take advantage of 
the QoS actually available in the system and optimize the user satisfaction in 
terms of delivered QoS and incurred costs [CITR97]. 
Synchronization of Multimedia Data project is concemed with the temporal 
synchronization of different media streams over an ATM network. [WANG97] 
Both intra-stream and inter-stream synchronization are considered. An 
important design objective is to keep buffering at the client to a minimum. 
[CITR97] 
The objective of the Project Integration is to coordinate the milestones of 
the constituent projects, such that the shared goals of the Broadband Services 
major project are achieved. Table 1 presents each sub-project with its respective 
principal and co-investigators. 
Anca Mincu/escu 
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Sub-project Principal Co-i nvestigators 
Investigator 
Multimedia Data M. T. Ozsu (Universiry of • D . Szafron (Universiry 
Management Alberta) of Alberta) 
Distributed Multimedia G. Neufeld (Universiry of • N . Hutchinson 
File Service British Columbia) (Universiry a/British 
Colom bia) 
• R. Ng (Universiry of 
British Colom bia) 
• M. Ito (Universiry of 
British Colom bia) 
Quality of Service G. v. Bochman • R. Dssouli (Université 
N egotiation and (Université de Montréal) de Montréal) 
Adaptation 
. J. Gecsei (Université 
de Montréal) 
. B. Kerhervé (UQAM) 
Synchronization of N. D . Georganas 
Multimedia Data (Univerisry of Otta1Va) 
Project Integration J. W. Wong (Universiry of 
Waterloo) 
Table 1: Broadband Services Investigators and Co-investigators 
[WANG97]. 
In order to support conversational capabilities, an extension of the 
prototype is taken into consideration. Its target is to suit applications where two 
or more users are engaged. 
During our training period, we were involved in the Quality of Service 
egotiation and Adaptation sub-project. Our work was supervised by Prof. 
Brigitte Kerhervé, from Université du Québec à Montréal, co-investigator in this 
sub-project. 
2. New extensions of the project 
The applications mentioned above are related to conferencing or 
collaborative work, a topic that have received much attention in recent years. 
1996 brought two new areas into attention: the electronic commerce and the 
Internet. As far as we are concerned, the first area is concentrating under the 
heterogeneous repositories, QoS management, scalability and system 
performances. On the other hand, a sub-project will pay attention to the 
Internet Protocol in addition to ATM. 
Anca Mincu/escu 
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Table 2 [BROAD97] presents a mapping between the two new sub-projects 
and its investigators or co-investigators. 
Sub-project Principal Co-investigators 
Investigator 
Electronic Commerce - J. W. Wong (University of • G. v. Bochmann 
Heterogeneous Waterloo) (Université de 
Repository and Montréal) 
Performance Issues 
• M. T. Ozsu 
(University of Alberta) 
• B. Kerhervé (UQAM) 
• K. Lyons (IBM 
CanadaLtd) 
Multimedia Support in G. eufeld (University of • J. Wong (University of 
an Integrated Services British Columbia) Waterloo) 
Internet M. Ito (University of • 
British Columbia) 
Table 2: New extensions investigators. 
B. Distributed 
Applications 
Multimedia Systems and 
This section presents an overview of distributed multimedia systems and 
applications. We first introduce multimedia technology concepts and then we 
present specificity of distributed multimedia systems. 
1. Multimedia Technology Concepts 
A multimedia object is an object combining a variety of information types, 
such as image (as graphies, for example), audio (as voice, for example) and video 
(as animation, for example) . More specifically, a multimedia object is a set of 
representations of media coding information in a format that presents strong 
characteristics such as temporal and volume constraints, continuity and 
dynamism [MIS88]. 
An entity-relationship schema is providing in Figure 1 the dependencies 
between different multimedia classes and categories. In fact, a multimedia object 
is related to a number of temporal constraints and is composed of a set of 
monomedia objects . Each monomedia object is surrounded by a set of 
Anca Mincu/escu 
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parameters, as for example the volume of the information or the type of abject. 
Those characteristics are not going to be detailed. 
'.\1111li111ulia 
Ohjnt 
1-N 
Must Verify 
1-1 ls verified by 
1-N 
0-N 
Is defined by 
Figure 1: Multimedia Document E/R Model. 
Multimedia systems are composed of hardware and software allowing the 
storage, transfer, manipulation and retrieval of multimedia abject. Basically, 
multimedia systems comprise the fo llowing functional units: networks, end-to-
end protocols, data management systems, applications, human-computer 
interfaces (HCI), operating systems, as shown in Figure 2. 
Working with a multimedia system does not only mean to manipulate and 
transmit multimedia abjects . It additionally means storing, retrieving and 
presenting multimedia data. These operations are thus strongly dependent on 
the environment. In that order we introduce hereafter the distributed multimedia 
systems, a context where manipulation of multimedia abjects is obvious. 
Anca Minculescu 
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Figure 2: Multimedia Systems. 
2. Distributed Multimedia Systems 
l .nd-t11-t·1HI 
ptot<,uib 
Research and development efforts in multimedia computing fall into two 
groups [FURT94]. One group centers efforts on the stand-alone multimedia 
workstation and associated software systems and tools, such as music 
composition, computer-aided learning or interactive video, while the other 
combines multimedia computing with distributed systems. This last area includes 
multimedia information systems, collaboration and conferencing systems, on-
demand multimedia services and distance learning. 
While stand-alone applications principal need is high performance local 
resources, the distributed ones are involving factors like network speed 
capabilities, resource reservation ail over the net, adequate communication 
protocols and information systems. 
Bath approaches are centered on real-time constraints that any multimedia 
application requires. But if a stand-alone application has to justify the delays « in 
private », the distributed ones need to know the characteristics of ail involved 
devices. In that order, high capacity storage - as well as the possibility of 
integration of various services - is imposed. 
Figure 3 visualises the comparison between stand-alone and distributed 
applications. 
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Figure 3: Distributed Multimedia Applications vs. Stand-alone. 
In different words, a distributed application is based on a sharing service 
while the stand-alone application is independent. Obviously, a gap between 
functionality offered by operating systems and the specific needs of distributed 
multimedia applications appears. To the date, software components are a 
possible solution to fùl that gap. 
As mentioned before, networking is very important in a distributed 
multimedia environment. The network choice is capital, for the traditional ones 
are trying to provide a free-error service that is not always desirable. In fact, in 
order to main tain synchronization, delayed packets are even rejected. In this case 
a low jitter is more important than the recover of a lost packet. According to 
those issues, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks seem to regroup 
the main characteristics to suit multimedia traffic. 
In fact, the basic idea behind A TM is to transmit all information in small 
fixed-size packets called cells [fAN96]. There is a variety of reasons why cell-
switching was chosen, among them are the following. First, cell-switching is 
highly flexible and can handle both constant rate traffic (audio, video) and 
variable rate traffic ( data) easily. Second, at the very high speeds environment 
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(gigabit/ sec are within reach), digital switching of cells is easier than using 
traditional multiplexing techniques, especially using fiber optics. Third, 
broadcasting is essential; cell-switching can provide this and circuit switching 
cannot. 
It is commonly accepted that a major advantage of multimedia computing 
in distributed environments is the possibility to share resources among users and 
applications, where the shared resource might be a multimedia object. The 
concept of distributed multimedia applications combine thus the advantage of 
distributed computing with the capability of processing discrete and continuous 
media in an integrated fashion. 
But speaking about distributed multimedia applications means talking about 
video-on-demand as well as video-conferencing. From that point of vtew, 
[GOLD] shows another classification: 
■ 
■ 
presentational applications 
conversational applications. 
We can call conversational applications whatever multimedia application 
involving a conversation, involving different partners during the communication 
or involving real-time conferences. Presentational applications provide remote 
access to multimedia documents. The conversational applications focus on the 
real-time multimedia communication. Logically, we therefore deduce that 
properties such as delay are more important in conversational applications than 
in the presentational ones. The real-time constraints are thus stronger. 
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C. QoS in OMS Environment 
This section is dedicated to an overview of the QoS concepts and major 
characteristics. We present QoS parameters and we introduce the concepts of 
QoS management in a distributed environment. 
1. The QoS Concept: Semantics and Parameters 
With the emergence of distributed multimedia applications, however, QoS 
has become a major issue in distributed systems research. To introduce the QoS, 
a very first definition is clarifying the context: 
"QoS represents the set of those quantitative and 
qualitative characteristics of a distributed multimedia system 
that are necessary to achieve the required functionality of an 
application." [HAFI96] 
The concept of QoS induces to its main function: "to contrai and guarantee 
the level of quality that the system is able to offer to the user"[GUOJ96]. 
Approaching QoS develops different viewpoints: from the network 
provider, the customer and the regulator perspectives. We therefore provide 
different definitions in order to hinge on each point of view. Moreover, it is 
realistic to imagine that intersection of the three viewpoints might be empty. 
Regarding the problem as a customer, we can interpret the network as a 
market place dominated by concurrence. In that case, each customer is in 
competition for resources. Meanwhile, he will try to minimize its costs and 
maximize the QoS guarantees. Therefore, the next definition is more 
appropriate: 
Customer de.finition: QoS is described in terms of a 
set of user-perceived characteristics of the performance of a 
service; it is expressed in user understandable language and 
manifests itself as a number of parameters, all of which have 
ei ther subjective (principally not directly measurable, e. g. 
depending upon user equipment) or objective (directly 
observed, e.g. delay, throughput) va lues. [ HAFI96] 
Turning to the network provider side , we find a 
rnaximization problern concerning the revenue over a short-terrn 
period, so far a pricing decision. A possible definition is: 
Network provider de.finition: QoS is a set of parameters 
that express the system behaviour performance during a certain 
period of time and parameters that express other service 
characteristics such as security or priority. [HAFI96] 
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Finally, the regulator position is similar to a supervising one: he needs to 
know the supplier's strategy so that he can determine fairness, but he also might 
force suppliers to agree on different prices. In that conception, the definition of 
QoS may sound as: 
Regu.1ator definition: QoS is a collective effect of 
service performance that determines the degree of satisfaction 
of a user of the service. [HAFI96] 
An exhaustive classification of QoS parameters is non-existent to date. In 
that light, this section focuses on the state of the art in this domain. We will 
therefore try to define a set of necessary QoS parameters. 
Severa! hierarchies have been world-wide integrated: Open Systems 
Interconnection (OSI) Performance-oriented, OSI Non-performance oriented, 
ATM Forum QoS Attributes, etc. Each attribute is dependent on an activity. 
This term is introduced to refer to the system aspects for which it is useful to 
describe QoS characteristics. Examples of act1V1ttes are processes, 
communications, complete computer systems. One particularly important type 
of activity in the context of multimedia and real-time distributed applications is 
the concept of "flow" that [VOGE95] defined it as: 
"The production, transmission and eventual consumption of a 
single media source as an integrated activi ty governed by a 
single statement of QoS ; flows generally require end-ta-end 
admission control and rssource reservation and support 
heterogeneous QoS demands." 
In this optic, a possible result is the union of different QoS requirements . 
Under these circumstances, updating the result of that union is a capital 
operation. A non-exhaustive list of parameters, whose activity is mainly situated 
at the transport layer, is hereafter available in Table 3: 
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Parameter Description1 Standard 
Throughput 
Transit delay 
The maximum number of bytes, contained in 
Service Data units (SD Us) that may be 
successfully transferred in unit cime by the 
service provider over the connection on a 
sustained basis. 
The cime delay between the 1sswng of a 
data.request and the corresponding 
data .indication . The parameter 1s usually 
specified as a pair of values, a statistical average 
and a maximum. Those data transfers where 
receiving service exercises flow controls are 
excluded. The computations are ail based on 
SDUs of a fixed size. 
OSI 
Performance-
orien ted 
OSI 
Performance-
orien ted 
Residual error The probability that an SDU is transferred with OSI 
rate error, or that it is lost, or that a duplicate copy 
is transferred. Performance-
oriented 
Establishment The delay between the issuing connect.request OSI 
delay and the corresponding connect.confirmation. Performance-
Establishment 
failure 
probability 
Transfer 
failure 
probability 
Resilience 
Release delay 
Release 
failure 
probability 
oriented 
The probability that a requested connection is OSI 
not established within the specified maximum 
Performance-acceptable es tablishment delay as a 
consequence of actions that are solely oriented 
attributable to the service provider. 
The probability that the observed performance 
with respect to transit delay, residual error rate 
or throughput will be worse than the specified 
level of performance . The failure probability is, 
as such, specified for each measure of 
performance of data transfer. 
OSI 
Performance-
oriented 
The probability that a service provider will, on OSI 
its own, release the connection, or reset it, 
Performance-within a specified interval of cime. 
The maximum delay between the issuing of a 
disconnect.request primitive by the service user 
and a corresponding disconnect.indication 
primitive issued bv the service provider. 
The probability that the service provider 1s 
unable to release the connection within a 
specified maximum release delay. 
oriented 
OSI 
Performance-
oriented 
OSI 
Performance-
oriented 
1 Descriptions are drown out from [GUOJ96], [MADJ97] and [HAFI96] . 
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Parameter Description Standard 
10 Protection The extent to which a server provider attempts OSINon-
to prevent unauthorized monitoring or performance 
manipulation of user data. Oriented 
11 Priority High-priority connections are served before OSINon-
lower ones. Lower-priority connection packets performance 
will be dropped before high-priority packets if Oriented 
the network becomes conirested. 
12 Cost Defme the maximum acceptable cost for a OSINon-
network connection; fmal actions of this performance 
parameter are left to the specific network Oriented 
providers. 
13 Peak cell rate The maximum instantaneous rate at which the ATM 
user can transmit. For bursty traffic the inter-
Forum cell interval and the cell rate varies considerably. 
The peak cell rate lS the mverse of the 
minimum inter-cell interval. 
14 Sustained cell This is the average rate measured over a long ATM 
rate time interval. Forum 
15 Cell loss ratio The percentage of cells that are lost in the ATM 
network because of error or congestion and are 
Forum not delivered to the receiver. 
16 Cell transfer The delay experienced by a cell between entry ATM 
delay and exit points is called the cell transfer delay. Forum This includes the propagation delays, queuing 
delays at the various intermediate switches and 
service times at queuing points. 
17 Cell delay This is a measure of variance of the cell transfer ATM 
variation delay. High variation implies large buffering for Forum delay sensitive traffic such as voice and video. 
18 Burst This determines the maximum burst size that ATM 
tolerance can be sent at the peak rate. This is a bucket Forum size parameter for a leaky bucket algorithm. 
This is also a product of the maximum burst 
s1ze. 
19 Minimum cell This lS a minimal cell rate desired by the ATM 
rate application. Forum 
Table 3: Parameter Description. 
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2. Integrating QoS on a Distributed Multimedia 
System 
Let's have a look at the "multimedia document" flow "travel". From media 
source devices clown to the source protocol stack, across the network and up 
through the receiver protocol stack to the end-system devices, flow crossbar 
different resources. That implies specifying different levels of QoS. At each of 
the hereafter layers a QoS module is thus required: 
• User 
• · Application 
• System 
• Network. 
Quality of Service management on an end-to-end basis means that: (1) the 
user expresses his wishes on the quality he wants and the cost he is willing to 
pay, and (2) the system transparently operates in order to deliver the requested 
level of quality. This approach requires to consider QoS not only at a specific 
layer, such as the network or tl1e operating system layers, but at all the layers of 
the distributed multimedia system. As described in [KERH96], Figure 4 places 
QoS management across the different layers of distributed multimedia systems. 
Server 
Database System 
File Svste"" 
Operating 
QoS 
Negotiation 
Jransoort 
Network 
■ Client 
Application 
Operating 
Figure 4: Multimedia System Layers and QoS Management 
(KERH96]. 
Our distributed multimedia system follows a multi-client multi-server 
architecture. The client offers search and access to the multimedia database and 
the server provides reliable storage for multimedia abjects. 
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Figure 5 illustrates the physical architecture of our distributed multimedia 
system. The server is composed of a database server that provides access to 
specialized file servers such as continuous media file servers or archiva! storage 
servers. 
Client 
Anca Minculescu 
Search and Access 
Continuous Media 
Transfer Continuous 
Media 
File Server 
Database 
Server 
Figure 5: Physical Architecture [KERH96]. 
Archivai 
storage 
Server 
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D. Research Goals 
QoS, as viewed by a particular user, is determined by a combination of 
individual taste, terminal capabilities and network operating conditions. Our idea 
was to build into the user interface a mechanism by which the user, reacting to 
these various considerations, can explicitly select or modify quality of service. 
The framework will provide the user a way in which to define and select 
particular QoS profiles, with the option of specifying QoS (with the help of 
examples). 
Regarding the idea of proposing enabling technologies for electronic 
commerce systems, the "Electronic Commerce: heterogeneous repositories and 
performance issues" sub-project was launched by CITR under the "Broadband 
Services" co-ordination. One of the goals of the research on QoS management 
is to examine the possible role of database systems in QoS negotiation and 
adaptation. Efficiently supporting QoS management functions will be a target. 
In that light, specific QoS management tasks can be delegated to different 
components of the distributed multimedia system. During our training period, 
we focused on the delegation of QoS management tasks to the database system 
components and on the use of database interna! mechanisms for implementing 
these tasks. 
The sub-project Quality of Service Negotiation and Adaptation conducted 
at Université de Montréal (UdM) and Université du Québec à Montréal 
(UQAM) investigates the impact of dynamically changing QoS on the design of 
the application. In this framework, a QoS negotiation protocol has been 
prototyped at University of Montreal and is currently analyzed and enhanced. 
Recently, a new sub-project has been integrated in the Broadband Services major 
project. This sub-project, entitled "Electronic Commerce: heterogeneous 
repositories and performance issues" aims at identifying and proposing enabling 
technologies for electronic commerce systems. We presently investigate QoS 
issues in this context where a large-scale distributed architecture involving 
heterogeneous components is provided. Among the essential functionality 
supported by large-scale distributed multimedia systems, QoS negotiation and 
adaptation are of prime interest and require the involvement of the different 
system components such as database systems, file servers or client machines. 
During the five months project in this context, we investigate interactions 
between database systems and QoS managers. We examine the possible role of 
database systems in QoS negotiation and adaptation. We propose different 
approaches to use database interna! mechanisms to efficiently support QoS 
management functions and then revisit QoS algorithms, especially specification, 
and negotiation. This work leads to the development of a simplified prototype 
of a multimedia application where QoS functions are implemented on top of a 
relational database system. 
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Chapter Il: QoS Management . 1n the 
Broadband Services Project 
In previous sections, we introduced the general context in which our research 
project is conducted. We focused on distributed multimedia system and 
presented concepts and approaches in these systems. 
In this chapter we present QoS management in distributed multimedia 
systems and we detail the approaches and implementations of QoS management 
that have been clone in the framework of the Broadband Services, a major 
project of the CITR. 
This chapter first presents a study on QoS management and defines the 
principal steps illustrated in a task diagram. Next, the existing QoS architectures 
are introduced. Later we give a detailed presentation of the QoS manager 
implemented in the ews-on-demand Prototypes. The different prototype 
implementations of the News-on-demand service are then discussed. Finally, we 
describe the interactions between the QoS manager and the database 
management system. 
A. QoS Management 
In a distributed multimedia system, QoS management is the component 
responsible for the delivery of multimedia documents at a guaranteed level of 
quality. This quality can be expressed in terms of system performance, quality of 
information, financial costs or document duration. A precise definition is: 
QoS management is a set of activities and decisions needed 
to perform a QoS guaranteed exchange, i.e. to obtain an 
optimal system configuration. [VOGE95] 
Based on [urlUNIK] and [HAFI96b] analysis, we describe the QoS Manager 
as activating the next several steps: 
1. QoS specification 
2. QoS mapping 
3. QoS negotiation 
4. QoS renegotiation 
5. Resource reservation 
6. QoS monitoring 
7. QoS adaptation 
8. QoS accounting 
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9. Admission control 
1 O. QoS policing 
11. QoS close-clown procedure 
A QoS manager, supporting the previously defined QoS management 
steps, is implemented inside this architecture both on the server and the client 
sicles. QoS management takes place during the different phases of the user's 
request processing search, access and display. [KERH96] presents, as in Figure 
6, the functional view of our system in OMT object mode! notation, this view 
focuses on QoS management and shows the successive steps that are processed 
to deliver multimedia objects to the users. Ideally, QoS management should 
become completely transparent to the user. 
Profile 
1 Leqend I MHH 
~ 
~ Data 
Server 
Client 
Network 
Client ·.'ach111e 
Ser.cr ·.'-1ch111e 
Figure 6: Functional View of QoS Management [KERH96]. 
This functional view -presented in OMT object mode! notation- focuses 
on QoS management and shows the successive steps that are processed to 
deliver multimedia objects to the user. Ideally, QoS management should become 
completely transparent to the user. In this prototype this goal is achieved by 
QoS specification through the definition of QoS profiles. these profiles are 
defined for particular applications and users. At the beginning of the session, the 
user sets his preferred profile through the dedicated user interface. For the 
applications, we have defined an API allowing the specification of their 
behaviour conceming QoS characteristics and management. That becomes the 
responsibility of application programmers to specify applications QoS 
requirements and their reaction to QoS modification or degradation. 
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While querying multimedia database, we distinct two different phases: the 
search and the access phases. The search phase consists in isolating a set of 
documents of potential interest for the user. Among these documents only those 
specified by the user during the access phase will be completely delivered. These 
different steps are required to avoid the delivery of large amount of data that are 
not of real interest to the user. During the search phase, the information 
delivered to the user are the meta-data describing the content of the document. 
These meta-data allow the user to select the document he wants to access. 
[KERH96] 
For the chosen multimedia document, the negotiation protocol is initiated 
to select the variant of each composed monomedia object that matches the 
requirements of the user given by his user profile and the constraints of all the 
involved actors. These constraints are identified for each actor by analyzing its 
QoS information. Sorne of the QoS parameters, such as the client machine 
environment are starie, while other parameters are dynamic, such as the Joad of 
the server machine or the available memory resources. 
In order to obtain a qualitative result, we can logically group the steps 
presented here-before by task or functionality. We first describe the different 
steps and then we group them into tasks. 
1. Step definitions 
We first define each step of a so-called "QoS transaction". Let assume the 
next hypothesis: 
• 
• 
Let "U" be a user asking for a multimedia 
U is initiating its requested QoS, in a 
service . 
user-comprehensible 
language; 
Let "ReqQoS" be 
ReqQoS must 
understandable 
system ("DMS"); 
the values given to the needed QoS parameters. 
be translated into a detailed syntax 
and useful for the distributed multimedia 
Let "MapQoS" be the new set of QoS parameters. Next, MapQoS 
must be guaranteed by the system. 
Let "SysRes" be the set of system components finally required . 
1. QoS specification 
An ergonomically HCI with easy-understandable options -as for a novice 
user- should offer the possibility of choosing or introducing all parameters the 
user can desire. Minimizing the cognitive charge is a must. In that optic, a list of 
relevant parameters could eliminate misunderstandings. A non-neglected aspect 
should thus be the background of the user. In conclusion, the interface could be 
distinct according to U's level. Constraints as measure unity, parameters name or 
description have to be taken into consideration. 
In order to provide more flexibility, the user should be allowed to specify 
the importance of different parameters. Once ReqQoS is established, the 
specification phase is finished. 
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2. QoS mapping 
This step realizes the mapping between ReqQoS and MapQoS. We 
encounter this phase at different levels, practically between every layer of the 
QoS model. We then speak about a QoS-QoS mapping. In fact, each level 
describes the QoS parameters in a specific language, proper to its level. The 
translation from one language to the other is clone by the QoS mapping. 
Once MapQoS is established, another task should be accomplished: 
mapping MapQoS and the resources as well as the services into service 
components. 
3. QoS negotiation 
QoS negotiation goal is to reach an agreement by which user and system 
will cooperate on the required QoS values. At this step, the cost parameter is 
playing a big role. It might be unlikely, and especially inefficient, to arrive at a re-
negotiation just because omitting this parameter. In that light, an important 
remark is to impose the user to negotiate the cost at the beginning of this step. 
In Message Sequence Chatt (MSC)2 representation, the cost constraint may be 
modelled as hereafter in Figure 7: 
2 As far as negotiation is based on a message exchange between user and service provider, 
MSC notation seems to be the adequate choice of representation. 
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Figure 7: MSC Model of a Cost Constraint [urlObjectGeode]. 
4. QoS re-negotiation 
Three reasons can activate a re-negotiation: a user request for better quality, 
a resource lack signalized by the system or a failed negotiation. 
The big lines of the re-negotiation mechanism are similar to the negotiation 
ones; hoping results are better. If any accord is settled, the re-negotiation phase 
may loop back to its beginning. 
5. Resource reservation 
Inasmuch as multimedia applications require an end-to-end QoS guarantee, 
network resources are substantially demanded. Therefore, the resources 
reservation phase is pointed. As far as "the" perfect solution is obviously not 
determined, a risk has to be taken: over-appreciate or under-appreciate the 
network. Nevertheless, the reservation act is clone and a mechanism of 
reservation is needed. Protocols as RSVP3 or ST-II4 can be used in order to 
complete this task. 
3 Resource Reservation Protocol 
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6. QoS monitoring 
The QoS monitoring step is more a supervisor task. During this stage, 
statistics are performed and QoS controls are made in order to examine system 
state conceming QoS guarantees or violations. To obtain ail needed data, 
measurement procedures and methods should be defined. 
7. Q oS adaptation 
The QoS adaptation goal is to maintain the service on depend of its quality. 
That means QoS parameters should be modified on the way. Techniques such as 
scalable encoding, interpolation or dynamic compression will thus be employed. 
8. QoS accounting 
We can consider QoS accounting step much doser to QoS negotiation and 
re-negotiation than a stand-alone step. In fact its target is to determine the cost 
of the service. The "cost components" concept is largely enough and will not be 
discussed in this chapter. 
9. Admission control 
This step consists in examining if the user request can be admitted by the 
system, which means that the system has to check if it can support this new 
request without disturbing the other request currently executed. This is a step to 
be considered in close relation with the negotiation. In fact, a negotiation can 
only start after the success of the admission control. 
10. QoS policing 
Up to the time that we want to provide guarantees we have to assure non-
existence of any violation of those guarantees. Here is the goal of QoS policing: 
preventing and obstructing misbehaviours. 
11. QoS close-down procedure 
By the time a service is finished, no more resource reservation is needed. 
More than that, other users should be allowed to benefice of those resources . In 
that light, a resources liberating procedure is indispensable. 
4 Stream Transport Protocol Version Two 
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2. Task decomposition 
We thus obtain a task decomposition of the QoS management that stands 
as fo llows: 
1. Identifying the user needs in terms of QoS. 
• QoS specification 
• QoS mapping 
2. Establishing a contract between user and service provider on the QoS 
guarantees to be provided. 
• QoS mapping . 
• Admission contrai. 
• QoS negotiation . 
• QoS accounting . 
• QoS re-negotiation. 
3. Providing the QoS guarantees. 
• Resource reservation . 
4. Controlling the required QoS. 
• QoS monitoring. 
• QoS policing. 
5. Finding a go-between solution in critical situations. 
• QoS adaptation. 
• QoS re-negotiation. 
• QoS accounting. 
6. Ending the established contract. 
• QoS dose-clown procedure. 
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3. Task and sub-task diagram 
Starting with the main aim of performing a QoS guaranteed exchange, we design hereafter in n different tasks and sub-tasks. 
1. ldtntifytng tht user 111tds 
ln llfflls ot QoS 
2. Estallllshlng a conlrad btlW1111 uw and smkt provtdtr on 
lht QoS gunrittS to bt piovidtd 
Figure 8 the decomposition of this goal in different tasks and sub-tasks. 
Figure 8: Task diagram. 
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B. QoS Architecture 
Until recently, research in providing QoS guarantees has mainly focused on 
network oriented traffic models and service scheduling disciplines. These 
guarantees are not, however, end-to-end in nature, rather they preserve QoS 
guarantees only between network access points to which end-systems are 
attached. Work on QoS-driven end-system architecture must be integrated with 
network configurable QoS services and protocols to meet application-to-
application requirements. In recognition of this, researchers have recently 
proposed new communication architectures which are broader in scope and 
cover both network and end-system domains. This section presents an overview 
of the most representative approaches. 
In order to obtain a non-redundant QoS Architecture a few principles are 
needed. Thus, [CAMP96] defines four concepts as majors: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Separation principle 
Management principle 
Performance principle 
Transparency principle . 
In order to obtain better results media transfer, control and management 
should be separated activities. In fact, flows or signals don't have to be 
constrained to the same parameters. 
The management principle refers to the asynchronous resource and treats 
the scheduling operations, the flow control, the routing, etc. The performance 
principle is to be applied at a design and implementation level of 
communications. Rules in structuring communication protocols are a perfect 
example. Transparency principle puts applications into a shelter, in order to 
protect them of QoS monitoring and maintenance. 
We can now introduce the major QoS Architectures: OSI QoS Framework, 
OMEGA Architecture, Heilderberg QoS mode!, QoS-A or Tenet QoS 
Architecture. Tenet Suite or Heidelberg Protocol (HeiTP), both connection-
oriented protocols are providing QoS guarantees at the network and transport 
layers [GUOJ96]. The OMEGA architecture is more complex, in the way that it 
also concems the application layer. 
The Tenet protocol suite can be visualized as in Figure 9. Real-time 
Message Transport Protocol (RMTP) and Continuous Media Transport Protocol 
(CMTP) represent the transport protocol and run over the Real-Time Internet 
Protocol (RTIP). The Real-Time Channel Administration Protocol (RCAP) 
provides resource reservation, admission and QoS network handling, while the 
Real-time Control Message Protocol (RTCMP) is generating error detection. 
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Figure 9: Tenet Protocol Suite Architecture [urlFUNDP] . 
Permitting multicast, HeiTP is transmttt:mg continuous media data 
streams to one or multiple targets. The Heidelberg System (HeiTS) is based on 
the ST-II protocol and is initiating a large QoS negotiation phase. 
Both HeiTS and Tenet Suite are providing real-time guaranteed services 
up to the transport layer. Or, real-time applications require end-to-end 
guarantees. The OMEGA architecture is offering application-to-application QoS 
guarantees; it relies on network management and transmission protocols for 
provision of guarantees in intermediate nodes. 
Ail QoS architectures mentioned consider QoS specification ( e.g. 
contracts, flow specifications, service and traffic classes, etc.) as fundamental to 
capture user level QoS requirements. Sorne architectures puts QoS specification 
at different logical layers or planes in the end-system and network - as in the 
case of the "QoS -A". In the latter one, QoS mapping is used to translate QoS 
specifications between logical layers/planes . Developing a new architecture 
should thus take into consideration the existing models and especially the Jack of 
guarantees in these last ones. 
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C. The QoS Manager in the News-On-Demand 
Prototypes 
We now integrate the concept of QoS management and architecture into 
the Broadband Services Project, more precisely, into the News-on-demand 
Prototypes. 
News-on-demand prototype was created for the storage, retrieval and 
presentation of multimedia news information. The prototype draws on 
broadcast news from a radio and a TV station (CBC) and from newspaper 
publishers (the University of Waterloo Gazette).[HAFI94] 
The first News-on-demand prototype was implemented in 1995. This first 
complete version (Proto1), running on older than Unix4 versions, is available. 
Proto 1 is incorporating a QoS Manager and was designed for one client and one 
server. Due to last year's developments in communication field, an extension of 
the Proto1 was proposed in 1996 in order to accept several clients and one 
server (e.g. teleconference, real rime data transfer, etc.). This new prototype 
(Proto2) does not include a new version of the QoS Manager module since 
other developments, such as integration in the Web environment have been 
performed during that period. 
Figure 10, using OMT notation, shows the abstract architectural design 
of a remote access to a MM databases system, such as described in Proto 1. The 
design focuses on the aspects of the system that are essential for QoS 
negotiation and adaptation, two important steps in the QoS manager activities. 
The main components are presented as abjects along with the methods they 
support. 
The application starts by executing a SearchDocumentO operation on the 
Database abject with search information obtained from the user. When a 
document is selected by the user, the application determines the QoS user 
profile to be used during the session; the profile manager is involved at this 
point by executing either GetDefaultProfileO or GetCurrentProfileO functions. 
GetDefaultProfileO sets a default profile, while GetCurrentProfileO sets the 
profile defined by the user. Tuen the application calls 
NegotiateMMPresentationO with the document and user profile as parameters. 
The NegotiateMMPresentationO operation of the QoS manager allows 
the selection of a suitable configuration which might support the delivery of the 
document while satisfying the user profile. For this propose, the QoS manager 
will consult the meta-data of the document and determine -for each monomedia 
component- which of the available variants5 is the most appropriate to be used. 
For each monomedia, once the best variant is chosen, the QoS manager asks the 
network to open (or activate, if the connection is already open) a real-time 
transport connection (methods ConnectO or ActivateO are used). Once a variant 
5 Each monomedia may exist in different physical representations, which we call variants . 
The variants of a given monomedia may differ in the format of coding, the size of file, the 
quality of media, etc. and may be located in different file servers. 
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has been activated for each monomedia component of the document, the QoS 
manager starts the playout of the document by calling the Play O operation. 
QoSViolation O or AdaptMMPresentation O are called if the network monitor 
detects a QoS violation. [HAFI94] 
Appllcatloa 
QoSViolation 0 ; 
,1, 
Profile Manager 
GelDefaultProfi.le 0 ; 
GetCurrentProfile 0 ; QoSManager 
OpenWindowProfile 0 ; 
NegotiateMMPresentation 0 ; 
AdaptMMPresentation 0 ; 
' 
' Network Monitor 
-· 
Database 
Paly 0 ; Start 0 ; 
SearchDocument 0 ; -
---
Pause 0 ; Stop0; 
Stop0; GetLastMeasurement 0 ; 
GetPosition 0 ; GetMeasurementLog 0 ; 
Legend 
◊ Agregation 
• •• 6. lnheritance Variant 
-
Multiple association 
Activate 0 ; (') 
Paly0; 
-----c TCoanoctloa Pause 0; 
Stop 0 ; 
Connect 0 ; 
GetPosition 0 ; 
Disconnect 0 ; 
Figure 10: QoS Manager Architecture (HA FI94]. 
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D. QoS Meta-data 
Approach 
Modelling Existent 
For the purpose of QoS management, it was essential to introduce quality 
meta-data associated to documents as well as to system components. In this 
section, we describe the QoS meta-data that were introduced in the prototype. 
A description of the meta-data model used in Proto 1 is hereafter 
introduced. In order to discuss the different meta-data types, a classification is 
presented: 
1. D ocument information 
2. User information 
3. System information 
1. Document information 
A multimedia document object contains meta-data about all different 
types of documents. This meta-data is used to describe the characteristics of 
each variant of each document and in order to select which variant is best for a 
given user profile. 
T he QoS Manager manipulates document's meta-data. We present in Figure 
11 the current structure of a multimedia document; meta-data will thus be 
extracted from this model that was developed in [HAFI96] in order to validate 
the next structure: 
Document : Author, Description 
Monomedia : Type, Price 
Multimedia : Presentation Scenario, Spatial relationships 
Variant : Format, Size, Localization 
Image : Co/or, Height, Width 
Continuous Media : Duration 
Text : Language 
Audio : Sample Rate, Bits per sample, Language, Number of channels 
Video : Co/or, Frame rate, Height, Width 
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Legend, Document 
◊ Agregation 
6. lnheritance Description 
-
Multiple association Copyright cos 
Registration 
A 
1 
Monomedia Multimedia 
+ l A Presentation 
V scenario 
Spatial 
1 + l relationships 
..... 
Variant 
Format 
Size 
Localization Audio 
A - Audio QoS 1 \ parameters Continuous 
Image Text Media 
Image QoS Text QoS 
parameters parameters 
Video 
~ Video QoS 
parameters 
Figure 11 : Multimedia Document Model6• 
A document can be either monomedia or multimedia. A multimedia 
document is composed of several monomedia and has attributes, which consist 
of spatial and temporal synchronization constraints. Several physical 
representations -called variants- may exist for a monomedia object; each variant 
having different degrees of quality. A monomedia, and thus a variant, is defined 
in a particular medium: a text, a still image, an audio, graphie or video sequence. 
6 The model is presented in OMT Notation. 
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2. User information 
An objective notification and presentation of QoS parameters is probably 
not a user meaningful one. From this point of view, user-friendly descriptions 
should be employed. In order to perform this task, we introduce the «User 
Profiles» that take into consideration the user perception of QoS. A User Profile 
is thus a set of values associated to QoS parameters, personalized by the user 
itself. A hierarchical schema of a user profile comprehension is hereafter 
presented in Figure 12: 
T ec hnic a l Q o S pa ra m e te rs 
( c o n c re te va lu es) 
M e aningful D esc ripti on 
( D esc riptiv N am e) 
C o m pr e h e n s iv e E x a m pi e 
Figure 12: QoS User Profile. 
l 
Thus the aim of introducing user profiles is to efficiently permit the 
recognition and selection of QoS parameters. Aspects as default profiles, 
preference parameters or profile browser possibilities should be taken into 
consideration. One solution is to create several abstraction levels, which means 
to define different user abilities and goals in terms of QoS. 
Two existing prototypes are dealing with User Profiles. Both are 
composed of a set of media, cost and time profiles. They differ by the way of 
interpreting the user profile. Let first watch the user profile model in Figure 13 
and then discuss the differences between the two prototypes. 
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Legend, 
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Video 
Profile 
Colour 
Resolution 
Frame rate+ 
1 
Image 
Profile 
Colrur 
Rc:solution 
User 
Profile 
Usa-No 
1 
Tert 
Profile 
Language 
1 
Cost 
Profile 
Audio max cost 
Vidcp max cost 
Picturemax 
cost 
Tcxtmax cost 
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cost 
Figure 13: User Profile Model. 
a) Proto1 approach 
1 
Time 
Profile 
Delay to reccivc: 
tlicdocuma1l 
Max wration of 
lhcdo<um"1t 
S)Tldronisation 
quality levcl 
This first approach is based on an "importance factor" (IF) technique. An 
IF is the importance of one QoS parameter in the set of Q oS parameters. The 
aim of an IF is to induct interactions between different QoS parameters or 
between the different values of a same parameter. The offer importance is the 
sum of importance of each IF. 
The advantage of this approach [HAFI96] is that it permits to obtain the 
demanded QoS as well as the less acceptable offer. The user profile is thus 
composed of desired values, acceptable values and IF values. 
b) Proto2a approach 
Proto2a [MADJ97]is part of the News-on-demand prototype. Its aim is 
to make an extension of Proto l for QoS management in the Internet 
environment (World Wide Web). 
This second approach is based on a "priorities system": a priority is 
associated to each QoS parameter. Each medium has a set of specific Q oS 
parameters. For example, for video media, color, frame rate and resolution, or 
for audio media, Ianguage and sound quality. 
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The user associates a value to each QoS parameter of the different media 
and priorities between the different parameters for a given medium. He may 
define different profiles for eaèh medium or create multiple-profiles combining 
the values of QoS parameters for diffeœnt media. 
The advantage of this approach is that the priorities are globally defined 
on the set of QoS parameters. Classifying and selecting offers is thus much 
easier. The best offer between the existing ones will be then obtained through 
the user profile and more specifically through the priorities between the different 
QoS parameters. 
3. System QoS meta-data 
System QoS meta-data, which means system's QoS parameters, is 
associated to client and server machines, as well as to the transport system. 
Client and server machines most concem the available hardware on those 
machines; QoS meta-data for such components is thus considered as static 
information. The transport system is ta.ken into consideration especially during 
the negotiation phase - and particularly during monitoring. Is hence evaluated as 
a dynamic information. Basically, the major characteristic for dynamic 
information is its temporal rise, function of the system charge. 
In order to concretize those principles, a list of examples [GUOJ96], 
[FISC97] and [BOCH96] is presented hereafter in Figure 14. As far as the static 
characteristic is concemed, parameters such as screen device, audio device, 
formats, compression and costs are affected. As for the dynamic one, 
throughput, delay, guarantee, disk storage and costs should be assumed. 
Semantics of those concepts are introduced. 
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System . 
I f t . T Parameters Semant1cs Examples n orma 10n ype 
Static 
information 
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Screen Device 
Audio Device 
Formats 
Compression 
Costs 
Monitor type and • 
characteristics 
• 
Audio device type 
and characteristics 
Formats supported 
by the component 
Data compression • 
IS the result of 
redundancy elimination 
and human perception 
tolerance. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Costs represent the • 
costs required to obtain 
the document. 
Black & White/Color 
Synchronization rate 
Symmetric 
compression 
techniques (similar 
compression and 
decompression 
techniques) or 
Asymmetric 
compression 
techniques 
Lossless compression 
techniques, eventually 
combined with lossy 
techniques 
Digital audio 
compression 
techniques 
Digital image and 
video compressmg 
techniques 
Multimedia 
compression standards 
(JPEG, CCITI, 
MPEG, ISO JBIG, 
ITU-TS H.263 . . . ) 
$2.4, $4, etc. 
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System Parameters Semantics Examples Information Type 
Dynamic Throughput Throughput 
Information associated with the 
component. 
Delay Transfer delay. 
Guarantee Guarantee • Deterministic 
represents the level of Statistical 
guarantee given by the • 
system. Cost may vary . Best effort 
in function of that level Predictive . 
of guarantee. 
Disk Storage Available space on 
disk. 
Costs Costs represent the . $2.4, $4, etc. 
costs required to obtain 
the document and it 
may vary in time. 
Figure 14: Static and Dynamic Components of the System 
Information Model. 
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E. QoS Manager and DBMS Interactions 
This section is intended to present the current design of the QoS Manager. 
As developed in [HAFI96] its principal actions will be described; possible 
interactions with the DBMS will be commented. 
1. QoS Manager Primitives 
QoS Manager basic actions are here presented by the fo llowing primitives. 
1. GetAllMultimedia (Document, List of Monomedia): Status 
This routine returns a list of monomedia components of the input 
document. 
2. GetQoSMonomedia (Monomedia, QoS Parameters): Status 
This routine returns the QoS parameters of the input monomedia, e.g. the 
type of monomedia, etc. 
3. GetAllVariants (Monomedia, List of variants): Status 
This routine returns a list of variants for the input monomedia. 
4. GetQoSVariant (Variant, QoS Parameters) 
This routine returns the QoS parameters associated with the input variant. 
5. GetSize (Variant , Size): Status 
This routine returns the size of the input variant. 
6. GetFormat (Variant, Format) : Status 
This routine returns the format of the input variant. 
7. GetSite (Variant, Location): Status 
This routine returns the location of the input variant. 
8 . GetPresentationScenario (Document , Presentation scenario): 
Status 
This routine returns the presentation of the input document. 
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In order to alert any extemal problem, and thus to avoid a bad 
accomplishment of the action, each primitive is supposed to have a boolean out 
parameter - «StatUS>> - indicating if the operation could take place and correctly 
achieves its target. This variable is introduced especially from a technical 
viewpoint. 
2. QoS Manager Activities 
To understand the possible interactions between the QoS Manager and 
the DBMS, we explain hereafter the QoS manager actions during the negotiation 
and adaptation steps, respectively step 3 and 7 described in Chapter Il:A.1, Step 
definitions. The QoS manager algorithm permits us to better focalize the DBMS 
intervention. Then, we introduce the negotiation procedure's main steps. 
Step 1: Starie Local Negotiation 
Step 2: Starie Compatibility Checking 
Step 3: Computation of System Off ers 
Step 4: Classification of System Off ers 
Step 5: Resources Commitments 
step 6: User Confirmation 
The QoS manager's application programming interface consists of 
the following operations: 
• NegotiateMMPresentation (Document, User Profile, 
Negotiation Status , Renegotiation, MM Profile) : Status 
This routine determines all possible system configurations and selects an optimal 
one, which might support the delivery of the input document, while satisfying 
the user requirements. 
• AdaptMMPresentation (Document, List of connections, 
Adaptation Status, MM profile) : Status 
This routine allows, when QoS violation occurs, to find an altemate 
configuration that might support the initially agreed QoS. 
The following flow diagram offers us a better understanding of the 
problem. Four actors are involved: the client machine, the system, the QoS 
manager and the DBMS. 
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Three preliminary hypotheses have to be mentioned: 
• Hl: "Machine Characteristics" information is supposed to be 
known. 
• H2: the system is supposed to offer guarantees conceming its 
performances. 
• H3: we <livide the entire process into three steps: user starie 
negotiation, negotiation and confirmation. 
According to H3, the flow diagram is presented hereafter. We divided it 
in three phases: 
Phase I: User Starie Negotiation, corresponding to step 1; 
Phase II: Negotiation, regrouping steps 2, 3, 4 and 5; 
Phase III: Commitment Confirmation, corresponding to step 6. 
a) Phase I: User Static Negotiation 
This Phase I (Figure 15) deals with the very first negotiation steps. We 
speak here about the client machine characteristics and the user document 
request. 
At this level we observe that the client document request is independent of 
user profiles. While the aim is to access the chosen document, the user profile is 
compared with machine characteristics in order to obtain an agreement between 
them. 
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Figure 15: Phase I - User Static Negotiation Flow Diagram. 
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b) Phase II: Negotiation 
The main effort is performed during Phase II (Figure 16), while the QoS 
manager tries to present a satisfying offer. The entire job is clone by the QoS 
manager during four steps: Static Compatibility Checking, Computation of 
System Offers, Classification of System Offers, Resources Commitments. Once 
Step 2 successfully passed, the importance factor of QoS parameters is 
introduced and the step 3 is proceeded. Tuen suits classification and ordering. 
This phase ends once the resources commitment starts. 
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c) Phase III: Commitment Confirmation 
Phase III (Figure 17) corresponds to the last part of the negotiation step. 
Once the negotiation succeeded, the user is asked for a confirmation. In case of 
a positive answer, the document will be played, else, a rejection takes place and 
the resources are deallocated. 
~------1-YE----- --~ 
End of 
Negotiation; 
Beginning of the 
Confinnation 
Figure 17: Phase III - Commitment Confirmation Flow Diagram. 
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F. Proposais 
In this section we are presenting different possible enhancements for the 
existing prototypes. Problems and insufficiencies at levels of document 
information, user profiles and interactions between DBMS and QoS manager 
are discussed. 
1. Document Meta-data 
Regarding the document meta-data, there is no major improvement to be 
performed. A possible amelioration is to increase the number of QoS 
parameters taken into consideration. 
2. User Profiles 
Conceming the user profiles, a major problem can be solved. In fact, the 
user encounters a comprehension problem in "decoding" the significance of 
each QoS parameter. The degree of correct comprehension depends on the 
experience level of the user. In that light, different levels can be introduced in a 
way that each level detains different explanations for a same QoS parameter. For 
example, a high experienced level may give only the name of the QoS parameter, 
while the less experienced might even show an example. 
Still regarding the use, the guidance of the user should be considered as 
highly important. In both actual prototypes, the user is provided an exhaustive 
list of parameters which he must order either by the importance factor, either by 
priority. Dividing this QoS parameters list into one "Important List" and one 
"Auxiliary List" allows the user to advance faster in his research: only needed 
parameters will be chosen. 
3. DBMS Interactions 
The QoS manager is having a heavy job in order to classify and order the 
search results. Using relational DBMS permits some internai database 
mechanism to deal with the sort and classification procedures and thus facilitates 
the QoS manager algorithms. The database systems can thus process QoS-based 
quenes. 
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Chapter Ill: General Presentation of our 
Solution 
This chapter presents three solutions we propose as amelioration for the 
present prototype. The first one is a "Client QoS-based queries" solution, while 
the next ones are "QoS-based queries" and a "View creation according to QoS 
profiles". We discuss principles, advantages and drawbacks of each solution, the 
final goal being to demonstrate the possibilities of those approaches. A 
prototype implementing one of those solutions is also developed. We finally 
justify the choice of the implemented solution. 
A. Database internai mechanisms 
While querying multimedia databases, we separate two distinct phases: 
the search and the access phases. The search phase consists in isolating a set of 
documents of potential interest for the user. Among these documents only those 
specified by the user during the access phase will be completely delivered. 
[HERH96] These different steps are required to avoid the delivery of large 
amount of data that are not of real interest to the user. During the search phase, 
the information delivered to the user is the meta-data describing the content of 
the document. These meta-data allow the user to select the document he wants 
to access. 
While the search phase major goal is isolating a set of documents, we 
discuss the introduction of the "view" concept. We can think of a view as a way 
of specifying a table that we need to reference frequently, even though it may 
not exist physically. 
A view in SQL terminology is a single table that is derived from other 
tables [ELMA94]. These other tables could be base tables or previous defined 
views. A view does not exist in physically form; it is considered in a virtual table, 
in contrast to base tables that can be applied to views, but it does not provide 
any limitations on querying a view. 
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B. Solution 1: Client QoS-based Queries 
1. Principle 
Phase I of the flow diagram, presented in Figure 15, shows that the first 
search result depends on the client machine characteristics. In fact, during the 
search phase, we only search for documents compatible with the Client machine 
QoS constraints. During the access phase, for the selected document, the QoS 
manager asks for QoS meta-data sorted according to user QoS profile. The QoS 
manager will then inspect this meta-data set in order to elect the best variant for 
each monomedia. 
We then propose that the user query is enriched with client QoS 
information. By client QoS information we understand al! parameters that may 
concern the client machine. In that light, the concept of view is interesting and 
we may define one corresponding to the client machine QoS constraints. The 
resulting set of documents satisfies though the client QoS constraints. This 
excludes the first step of the existent prototype, the "Static Local Negotiation". 
The next step consists of selecting ail documents satisfying the search 
request criteria and having at least, for each monomedia, one variant satisfying 
the QoS client-machine constraints. We enter now the phase where the user 
chooses the document to be accessed. Once this document selected, the proper 
negotiation (Phase II of the flow diagram) begins. At this level the QoS manager 
queries the database to get QoS information on al! variants of ail monomedia of 
this document according to sort criteria. The sort criteria express some 
constraints described in the user QoS profile like color, resolution, format, size, 
language, frame rate, bit rate, etc. 
We now arrive at step 3 of the negotiation. At this moment, the principal 
process to do is the classification. In fact, the user has already selected a 
document for access and transfer; it rests only to select all QoS meta-data for ail 
variants of al! monomedia. Those variants should also satisfy the QoS client 
machine constraints. The result is sorted by monomedia and by the QoS 
constraints expressed in the user profile and presented to the user for 
confirmation. 
2. Advantages 
The major advantage of this solution is that the starie local negotiation is 
processed by the database system. Exonerate the QoS manager of that first step 
permits the user to start the access phase on a smaller set of documents. 
Besicles this advantage, which is clearly perceptive from the user point of 
view, the "efficiency" point of view has to be regarded. While classification is 
directly performed on the database, the QoS manager is free to deal with other 
jobs. 
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3. Drawbacks 
There is no known major drawback but for the fact that a user cannot 
search a document for another machine. 
C. Solution 2: QoS based Queries (Client and 
User profile) 
1. Principle 
This second approach is based on introducing more complete queries in 
order to better focalize the user request. Adding QoS information to the queries 
restrains the result domain and gives the user a better offer. We regard here 
principally phases I (Figure 15) and II (Figure 16) of the flow diagram. The 
document list - result of the search phase - satisfies the client machine 
constraints and is ordered according to QoS parameters expressed in the user 
profile. While preparing the result, the database system sorts documents to 
facilitate further work clone by the QoS manager. 
Enriching the user queries with client machine QoS information as well as 
with sort criteria corresponding to user QoS profile permits to facilitate the 
negotiation task. The first consequence of that solution is similar of the one of 
the precedent solution: the resulting set of documents satisfies the client 
machine QoS constraints. Thus, static local negotiation is no more required. 
Also, the resulting set of documents is sorted according to QoS constraints 
expressed in the user profile, i.e. color, resolution, format, size, language, frame 
rate, bit rate, etc. 
The amount of constraints is quickly increasing. A logical implication is that 
it requires expressing and executing more than one SQL query. In this solution, 
the principle is to give the more information to the database system to allow to 
efficiently process queries based on QoS characteristics. 
The DBMS first selects all documents satisfying the search request criteria 
and having at least, for each monomedia, one variant satisfying the QoS client 
machine constraints. Next, the DBMS sorts the documents according to the 
QoS criteria expressed in the user QoS profile. 
2. Advantages 
The exoneration of the starie negot1at1on permits to facilitate the QoS 
manager task. In the meantime, the result is ordered and then presented to the 
user. That means the user has QoS information to select the document he wants 
to access. In that way the database system prepares part of the work for the QoS 
manager and the user can benefit of better selections. 
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3. Drawbacks 
The efficiency of this approach can be slowed clown in some circumstances. 
When the user request is not very selective - which means the result con tains a 
lot of documents - this approach is not very efficient since the query is complex 
and requires a lot of process-time. 
D. Solution 3: View Creation according to QoS 
profiles 
1. Principle 
This approach deals principally with user profiles. Its basically idea is that 
a user profile is to be reused - at least all along the current session. Speaking of 
reusability irnplies using views. When the user defines a QoS profile, the QoS 
manager asks for a view creation. This relational view virtually contains ail the 
documents satisfying the QoS constraints expressed in the user QoS profile. 
A sort criterion is also defined in order to sort the documents according 
to the priorities specified between parameter values. When the user expresses a 
query on the document database, the QoS manager modifies this query in order 
to process it on the corresponding relational view. The flow diagram suffers 
then a major task delegation from the QoS Manager to the DBMS. 
This solution is thus a two-step one. First, the user QoS definition 
determines the creation of a "persona!" relational view, as well as a query 
transformation. In fact, the query transformation corresponds to a query on the 
relational view and the client machine constraint criteria. The second step 
concerns the access. From that point of view, the result is sorted according to 
the QoS. 
2. Advantages 
The advantage of this solution consists in the simplicity of the query 
modifications. In fact, there is no necessity to execute complex query 
modification for each query formulation. 
3. Drawbacks 
The major contribution of this solution is the profile views creation. Or, 
that implies that one view per profile must be created. The higher the users 
number is, the less interesting our solution is. We conclude that this last solution 
can be outstanding for "stable" users, users that reutilize theirs profiles. In the 
meantime, the average number of user has to be taken into consideration while 
accepting this solution. 
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E. The final selection 
At this moment, we introduce a new presentation of our prototype. This 
cime, it is more concrete and detailed. Our Prototype (Proto3) takes into 
consideration only one of these solutions. Its goal is to implement this solution 
and to practically prove the acceptance of this principle. Further work will 
demonstrate and compare the performances of two other solutions. 
Between solutions presented above, the first one seems to be more 
productive. In fact, we consider that the drawbacks of solutions two and three 
might be so important in a distributed system and drawback of solution one is 
pretty rare, that the Client QoS-based queries (first solution) was finally chosen 
to be implemented. Our approach is purely theoretical and the detailed 
demonstration can be obtained only after implementation of the three solutions. 
A practical comparison in terms of performances is thus needed. 
This proposai implies major improvements in the flow diagram. We 
propose hereafter the reviewed flow diagram of the negotiation process. The 
three phases - user starie negotiation, negotiation and commitrnent confirmation 
- compose the negotiation algorithm. 
1. Phase I: User Static Negotiation 
During this Phase I, the negotiation is situated at the user level. The user 
request and the client machine characteristics are taken into consideration. The 
major change presented at this level stands at the very first database request. In 
this approach, the client machine characteristics are already taken into 
consideration. 
Comparing with Proto 1 solution, Step 1 is almost insignificant now. 
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Figure 18: Phase I - New User Static Negotiation's Flow Diagram. 
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2. Phase II: Negotiation 
The major goal of this Phase II is to classify the offered variants. In that 
light, the database will realise steps 3 and 4, which are mainly classification 
procedures. In that way, the most important part of this phase was 
transferred to the DBMS. 
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Figure 19: Phase II - New Negotiation Flow Diagram. 
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3. Phase III: Commitment Confirmation 
This last phase, Phase III, is principally the same as in the 
previous version. No interaction between the DBMS and the QoS 
manager had been identified. At this level, only the acceptance of the 
user is interesting. 
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Figure 20: Phase III - Commitment Confirmation Flow Diagram. 
O ur p rototype is developed as corresponding to those phases. 
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Chapter IV: Prototype Implementation 
This chapter is dedicated to the implementation features of our prototype. 
First, the architecture is presented; next, the database creation is detailed. 
Implementation comments as well as tests procedures are described. 
A. Prototype Architecture 
Speaking about program architecture means directly speaking about module 
design. We introduce at this step the programming environment in order to 
familiarize the reader with the work context. 
1. Programming Environment 
The principal actor in our prototype is the DBMS. We choose the Interbase 
SQL version 2.0 and the programming environment is Delphi 2. 
2. Modules 
The architecture of our prototype is mainly divided into eight modules. 
There is one coordinator module which manages - via the user interface - the 
three treatment modules: UserProfiles, DocumentSearch and Priorities. The data 
level is represented by Systemlnfo, Profilelnfo and Documentlnfo modules. Use 
relation described in Figure 21 by arrow assures the chaining up of other 
modules. 
A briefly description of each module is hereafter presented. In order to 
preserve comprehension, we only describe the general lines of each module; 
parameters and additional procedures are not detailed. 
The Userlnterface module aims to introduce interface primitives 
permitting opening, closing and changing from a window to another. It permits 
links between the user and the DBMS and it covers ail HCI actions. 
The DocumentSearch module is referring to three important steps: the 
search of the document, the selection and final description of the request's 
(access') result. 
The Priorities module is divided in four different profiles: audio, video, 
text and image and is managing the priorities between the different QoS 
parameters. 
The UserProfiles module regroups ail process conceming the four types 
of profiles. 
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At the data level, the Systemlnfo module concems data about the client 
machine, the continuous-media file and the network. Methods dealing with 
profiles are concerted into the Profilelnfo module, while information about 
document is in Documentlnfo module. 
~ Coordinat or 
r------___ 
~ ~ 1 Userlnterface 1 ~ ,,,,,.--- -1 1 
/ ~ 1 Trealment 1 DocumentSearch 
UserProfiles Search Priorities 
Select 
Result. 
AudioProfile AudioPrior 
lmageProfile ~ \/ tmagePrior TextProfile lextPrior VideoProfile VideoPrior 
/ ~ \,,---
1 Data 1 \ V ~ 
Systemlnfo Profilelnfo Documentlnfo 
CHenl.Machinel Document 
CMediaFilel ProfAudio Keywords 
Networld Proflmage Multimedia 
ProfText muN.icomposition 
ProMdeo monomeida 
Prof\Jser teXVariant 
lmgVariant 
AudVariant 
VicfVarianl: 
Figure 21: Architecture. 
B. Database Scheme for the Prototype 
In this section we present the design of the simulation's prototype 
database. We begin by describing all data types. Next, document's, profile's and 
system information's databases are presented. Finally, mappings and priorities 
between enurnerative types are discussed. 
A briefly reminder about the needed database structure is hereafter 
presented. The QoS manager is concemed to deal with QoS parameters at 
different levels. First of all the principal user goal is to retrieve a document. In 
that light a defined structure of a document is needed. In our context, the 
concept of QoS management is an end-to-end concept so that any system 
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information is pretty important. The next important level of information 1s 
concentrated around the profiles: audio, video, text and image. 
1. Data Types 
The data types described hereafter correspond to the data information 
contained in the database. The enumerative types are the most interesting at this 
moment because they permit to show the range of values that a data can have. 
TColor = SET {super_color, color, black_white, 
grey_scale, no_color} 
TFormatTxt = SET {no_format, word95, word97, wordperfect, 
TFormatim 
TFormatAud 
TFormatVid 
TGuarantee 
TLanguage 
wps, asc , ans, mcw, dot, txt, rtf, ms-dos, htm, 
html, htx} 
= SET {no format, gif, 
-
jpg, pcd, pcx, png, raw, 
tif, wmf, wpg} 
= SET {no format, mp3, wav} 
= SET {no format, mpg, avi, vdo, mov, ra} 
-
SET {guarantee, best effort} 
= SET {no_language, english , french, german, 
spanish, dutch, arabic} 
TLocalisation = INT 
TName = CHAR 
TPriority INT 
TProfType SET {TextPr, ImagePr, AudioPr, VideoPr} 
TQuality SET {no audioQ , cdQ, phoneQ} 
-
TResolution INT X INT 
TType = SET {MonoMedia, MultiMedia} 
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2. Document's Database 
The Document contains information on its name, date, author, type -
monomedia or multimedia - and abstract. 
Document Docid: INT, 
DocName: CHAR, 
DocDate: DATE, 
DocAuthor: CHAR, 
DocType: TType, 
DocAbstract: CHAR)O 
The Keywords structure is dedicated to permit the user a more detailed 
search. Each keyword is directly dependent of a document. 
Keywords ( Do c id: INT, 
Kwd: CHAR) 
Monomedia is the linker between a document and the monomedia 
contained in. 
Monomedia ( Monoid: INT, 
Docid: INT ) 
Multimedia and MultiComposition are two structures that are not 
implemented in the present prototype. We introduce them, so that they show 
one of the further steps of this project, the simulation for several monomedia 
objects, i.e. a multimedia object. MultiComposition is supposed to make the 
link between different monomedia and a multimedia, while Multimedia 
con tains information on the spatial and temporal organisation of the multimedia, 
as well as the link to the document containing this object. 
MultiComposition (Multiid; INT, 
Monoid: INT) 
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Multimedia 
Docid: INT, 
SpatialOrg: CHAR, 
TemporalOrg: CHAR) 
Multiid: INT, 
Each monomedia might have different variants. Four types of variants are 
taken into consideration: audio, image, text and video. For each one of them we 
consider the most important parameters. 
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AudVariant ( AudVarid: INT, 
Language: TLanguage, 
SampleRate: INT, 
BitsPerSample: INT, 
SoundQuality: TQuality, 
Format: TFormatAud, 
Size: INT, 
FileName: TName, 
IdSite : TLocalisation) 
TexVariant ( TexVarid: INT, 
Language: TLanguage, 
Format: TFormatTex, 
Size: INT, 
FileName: TName, 
IdSite: TLocalisation) 
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ImgVariant ( 
Monold: INT, 
Color: TColor, 
ImgVarld: INT, 
Resolution: TResolution, 
Format: TFormatlm, 
Size: INT, 
FileName: TName, 
IdSite: TLocalisation) 
VidVariant ( VidVarld: INT, 
Color: TColor , 
Resolution: TResolution, 
FrameRate: INT, 
BitRate: INT, 
Format: TFormatVid, 
Size: INT, 
FileName: TName, 
IdSite: TLocalisation) 
3. Profile's Database 
The four profiles - audio, image, text and video - are described hereafter. 
User profiles collect user's preferences [ISNA95]. In that light, all parameters 
regarding profiles are treated in this section. However, they will be implemented 
in two different steps. The first step is taking into consideration the most 
significant QoS parameters, while the second one offers a detailed variant in 
terms of parameters. Our prototype is dealing with the first step. The most 
significant parameters are taken into consideration. Our choice in determining 
those parameters is based on the frequency of utilisation. While introducing the 
second step (parameters presented in italic characters), the order should thus 
also be based on a frequency of utilisation. 
Each parameter has its proper priority that serves to offer a better result to 
the user demand. 
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The ProfA udio is dealing with the QoS parameters conceming the audio 
variants. Thus quality of sound and language were decided as the most 
important ones. 
ProfAudio( IdProf: INT, 
QualityDesired: TQuality, 
QualityWorst: TQuality, 
QualityPriority: TPriority, 
LanguageDesired: TLanguage, 
LanguagePriority: TPriority, 
FormatDesired: TFormatAud, 
FormatPriority: TPriority, 
BpsDesired: INT, 
BpsWorst: INT, 
BpsPriority: TPriority, 
SampleRateDesired: INT, 
SampleRateWorst: INT, 
SampleRatePriority: TPriority) 
Proflmage concerns the image QoS parameters. In that light, color and 
resolution are the most significant ones. 
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Profimage( IdProf: INT, 
ColorDesired: TColor, 
ColorWorst: TColor, 
ColorPriority: TPriority, 
ResolutionDesired: TResolution, 
ResolutionWorst: TResolution, 
ResolutionPriority: TPriority , 
FormatDesired: TFormatim, 
FormatPriority: TPriority) 
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Proffext deals with text parameters. We describe here the language and 
the format. 
ProfText( IdProf: INT, 
LanguageDesired: TLanguage, 
LanguagePriority: TPriority, 
FormatDesired: TFormatTxt, 
FormatPriority: TPriority) 
ProfVideo is dealing with parameters as color, resolution and frame rate. 
ProfVideo( IdProf: INT, 
ColorDes ired: TColor, 
ColorWorst: TColor, 
ColorPriority: TPriority, 
ResolutionDesired: TResolution, 
ResolutionWorst: TResolution, 
ResolutionPriority: TPriority, 
FrameRateDesired: INT, 
FrameRateWorst: INT, 
FrameRatePriority: TPriority, 
BitRateDesired: INT, 
BitRateWorst: INT, 
BitRatePriority: TPri ority, 
FormatDesired: TFormat Vid, 
FormatPriority: TPriority) 
The user profile ProfUser links a user to a type of profile. 
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4. System Information's Database 
To provide QoS for a given acttv1ty in the context of an application 
involving remote access to a multimedia database, a set of system components 
are involved [BOCH96]: 
c:> The User Machine and the Presentation Device 
c:> The Continuous Media File Server 
c:> The N etwork 
The ClientMachinel characteristics are very important during the first 
phase of the negotiation. Parameters as screen size, resolution, color, sound 
quality, delay, throughput, etc. are important in permitting a better target offer. 
In the meantime, the network performances are needed (Networkl) as well as 
the continuous media file server ones (CMediaFilel) . 
C1ientMachineI (IdClient: INT, 
ScreenCharactSize: INT, 
ScreenCharactResolution : TResolution, 
ScreenCharactColor : TColor, 
SoundCharact: TQuality, 
Delay: INT , 
Reliability: BOOL, 
Jitter: INT, 
Throughput: INT, 
GuaranteeType: TGuarantee) 
CMediaFi1eI(IdServer: INT, 
CmFileReliability: BOOL , 
CmFileThroughput: INT) 
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NetworkI (Sitel: TLocalisation, 
Site2: TLocalisation, 
NetReliability: BOOL, 
NetThroughput : INT) 
Annex 1: Database Creation Script presents the complete script for the 
database creation. 
S. Mappings 
This section describes basic correspondences between the meanings, 
importance, order relations and links concerning different parameters. 
a) Order relation for different parameters 
In order to define a strict order relation between the different values of 
one parameter, an importance factor is allocated to each value of each type of 
parameter. 
We thus present the order relation for color and sound quality: 
(1) The "color' parameter (fable 4) 
Colour Quality Level of Qual1ty 
(best quality) 
Super_Color 5 
Color 4 
Grey_scale 3 
Black_white 2 
No_color 1 
Table 4: Color Parameter. 
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(2) The ccsound_quality" parameter (fable 5) 
Sound Quality Level of Quality 
(best quality) 
CdQ 3 
PhoneQ 2 
No _audio_ quality 1 
(lowest qualit'V) 
Table 5: Sound Parameter. 
The ïormaf' and respectively ''format_au<f', ïormat_img', 
ïormat_txf', ïormat_vi<f' parameters do not have a specific order relation; 
there is only a compatibility semantics. 
Identically, the cc language" and respectively cc language _ desire<f' , cc 
language _ worst " parameters do not have a specific order relation; there is only 
compatibility semantics. 
b) Mapping Client-Machine/ Variant 
Table 6 is aimed to help the construction of views while we introduce a new 
client machine in the network. This table represents the correspondences 
between the client machine parameters and the document characteristics and is 
helpful in creating the comparison criteria. 
ID CLIENT 
SCREN SIZE 
RESOLUTIONl RESOLUTIONl RESOLUTIONl 
RESOLUTION2 RESOLUTION2 RESOLUTION2 
COLOR COLOR COLOR 
SOUND QUALITY SOUND-QUALITY 
FORMAT AUD FORMAT 
FORMAT IMG FORMAT 
FORMAT TXT FORMAT 
FORMAT VID FORMAT 
THROUGHPUT non-pertinent non-pertinent non-pertinent non-pertinent 
RELIABILITY non-pertinent non-pertinent non-pertinent non-pertinent 
Table 6: Mapping Client-Machine /Variant. 
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6. Mapping User Profiles / Variant 
Concerning the User Profiles' specification, it is required to establish 
correspondence criteria between the profile constraints and the document 
characteristics, here represented by variant's parameters. This correspondence is 
inevitable due to the need of sort criteria. 
The four profiles: text, image, audio and video are discussed hereafter. 
(1) Text (Table 7) 
User Text Profile Comparison Text Variant 
Criteria 
{La n guage_desired u 
Language worst} 
{Format desired u Format worst} 
[VarSize_ worst ... VarSize_ desired J 
Id prof 
Non-pertinent 
::, 
Table 7: Text Profile. 
Language 
Format 
Varsize 
Non- ertinent 
Filename 
Site-Id 
Tex var id 
We visualise this parameter by presenting (Figure 22) the Text Profile's HCI 
as developed in our prototype. 
Figure 22: Text Profile HCI. 
7 There is one of the "supplementary" parameter -including the "desired" and the "worst" 
values- that could be found by a detailed profile description (i .e. the "MORE" fu.nction-button) . 
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(2) Image (fable 8) 
First of ail, a brief description of image's characteristics is necessary. We 
propose to take into consideration the following image parameters: resolution, 
colour, size and format. In order to fix the importance, the utility and the use of 
each parameter, different kinds of "images" will be studied. To date, two kinds 
of images can be identified: Veetor graphies and Bitmap graphies. 
The first ones are not resolution dependant and thus can be scaled to any 
size without degrading image quality. In that light, the "resolution" sicle of 
Profiles or Variants is not interesting and does nouake a place in the mapping 
between "User profiles" and "Document variants". 
As far as the Bitmaps Images are of interest, we can speak about "pixel 
based" images. That means, the colour range is broken clown into square pixels 
of a single colour. The combination of these pixels - sicle by sicle - is what 
creates the appearance of continuous tone. These images are resolution 
dependent and the image quality will degrade if they are scaled too large. 
The "Resolution" parameter needs more explanation. Bitmap image 
resolution refers to the spacing of pixels in an image and is measured in pixels 
per inch (p.p.i.); the printing resolution is measured in dots per inch (d.p.i.8). We 
cannot establish a relation between p.p.i.'s and d.p.i.'s in practical uses. The 
higher the resolution is, more pixels in the image are. Different sicles of the 
resolution concept can be treated at this point. 
We basically speak about an "absolute resolution" [ur!HYPERSTAND]; it 
represents the resolution since it is independent of how it is displayed. So, an 
image with 384 x 280 pixels "absolute resolution" represents that the image 
consists of 384 pixels by 280 pixels. 
But we can also speak about a "scanning resolution" or a "display 
resolution"[urlHYPESTANDJ. In that case the size of the image is an active 
factor in calculating its resolution. Image size refers to the physical dimensions 
of an image. Because the number of pixels in an image is fixed, increasing the 
size of an image decreases its resolution and vice-versa, decreasing its size 
increases its resolution. 
Let us concretise these notions by an ex.ample [ur!PRICETON]: 
8 The optimal printing resolution (dpi) is twice the line screen ~pi); as far as the size can 
activate on the resolution too, the next formula should be used: dpi = 2 x lpi x % of the original 
size. 
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1. The initial size of an image is: 8 x 10 Qike in photography). 
2. The scanning resolution is at, for example, 300 dpi, so the 
resulting number of pixels in the digital image is: 8 x 300 by 
10 x 300, that means 2400 x 3000 pixels. 
3. The display resolution, when we use a 72 dpi computer 
screen, 1s: 2400/72 by 3000/72, that means 33.33 by 41.66 
inches. 
We conclude that, the higher the resolution is, the higher the quality of 
image is. To "count" the resolution of an image, we consider the absolute 
resolution and we multiply the two values. For example, our 384 x 280 image 
would gave us a "comparison resolution value" of 384 * 280 = 107 520 pixels. 
The "Colour" parameter is represented by the next values: Super_Color, 
Color, Grey_scale, Black_white, No_color. As far as this parameter is 
concerned, the set of possible values is ordered. That means the next order 
relation can be used as comparison criteria: 
Super_Color > Color > Grey_scale > Black_white > No_color. 
We suppose that the user worst desired colour value is the inferior limit 
of the possible value and in the meantime the desired value gives only an 
information on the quality attended, but there is not a superior lirnit. Thus, 
quality better then desired one can be offered to the user. An inequality is thus 
imminent. 
User Image Profile 
PROFIMG 
[Quality Level of Color_worst ... Quality 
Level of Color desired] 
Resolutionl desired * Resolution2 desired 
Resolutionl worst * Resolution2 worst 
{Format desired u Format wors t 9 } 
[VarSize_ worst ... VarSize desired J 
Id prof 
Table 8: Image Profile. 
Comparison Image 
Criteria Variant 
Color 
Resolution 
1 * 
Resolution 
2 
Resolution 
1 * 
Resolution 
2 
Format 
VarSize 
Filename 
Site id 
Non- ertinent 
9 There is one of the "additional" parameter - including the "desired" and the "worst" 
values - that could be found by a detailed profile description (i.e. the "MORE" function-button). 
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(3) Audio (fable 9) 
Using the same justification as for the image colour parameter, the audio 
quality one will give place at two inequalities. 
As far as the other sound parameters are concerned, briefly definitions 
are necessary. Taking a number of samples at discrete intervals digitises sound. 
The quality of the sound depends on two factors: the sampling rate and the 
sample size. 
The sample rate is the number of samples per second, expressed in kHz. 
Common sample rates are 44 kHz (CD quality), 22 kHz and 11 kHz 
[ur!KEYBOARDMAG]. The higher the sample rate, the better the sound 
quality. The number of binary digits (bits) used to quantify each sample is called 
the sample size (here, Bits_per_sample parameter). Larger sample sizes give 
better sound quality. 
User Audio Profile 
PROFAUD 
Comparison Audio Variant 
[Quality Level of Quality _worst ... 
Quality Level of Quality desired] 
(Language desired v Language worst} 
[Sample rate worst 
... Sample - rate - desired9 ] 
(Format desired v Format worst 9 ) 
[VarSize_worst ... VarSize_desired] 
[Bits per sample worst ... 
Bits per ;-ample _desired9 ] 
Non-pertinent 
Non-pertinent 
Non-pertinent 
Non-pertinent 
Id prof 
Criteria 
:::) 
:::) 
:::) 
Table 9: Audio Profile. 
Quality 
Language 
Sample_rate 
Format 
VarSize 
Bits_per_sampl 
e 
Site id 
Aud var id 
Mono id 
Filename 
Non-pertinent 
We present hereafter a screen (Figure 23) of our prototype that offers the 
user the possibility of installing preferences priorities between different 
parameters of the audio profile. 
Figure 23: Audio Profile Priorities HCI. 
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(4) Video 
The video profile is similar to the audio one, except some different 
parameters. We present hereafter all the parameters (Table 10) and the user 
interface (Figure 24) . 
User Video Profile 
PROFVID 
[Quality Level of Col or_worst ... 
Quality Level of Col or desired] 
Resolutionl desired * 
Resolution2 desired 
Resolutionl worst * 
Resolution2 worst 
[Framerate worst 
Framerate desired) 
{Format desired u Format worst 
9} -
[VarSize worst ... 
VarSize desired 9 J 
[Bitrate worst ... 
Bitrate desired9 ] 
Id prof 
Comparison 
Criteria 
Table 10: Video Profile. 
Figure 24: Video Profile HCI. 
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Video Variant 
VARIANT_ VID 
Color 
Resolution l 
* 
Resolution2 
Resolutionl 
* 
Resolution2 
Framerate 
Format 
VarSize 
BitRate 
Filename 
Site id 
Mono id 
Vid id 
Non- ertinent 
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7. Views creation 
We discussed in former chapters the interest of using views in our 
prototype. This section presents the concrete representation of those views. 
View creation for client machine QoS constraint, correspond to the 
mapping between Client machine QoS constraints and Variant characteristics. 
The audio monomedia documents satisfying the QoS client machine constraints 
should have at least one variant having a better sound quality; or the image 
monomedia documents should have at least one variant having the color and 
resolution acceptable by the screen characteristics; or the video monomedia 
documents should have at least one variant having color, resolution and format 
acceptable by the client machine. 
We present hereafter the SQL request, creator of this view. 
(1) SQL Request 
The following SQL request corresponds to the view creation: 
CREATE VIEW MACHINE_DOCUMENT AS 
SELECT* 
FROM DOCUMENT D, 
MONOMEDIA M 
WHERE DOC_TYPE= "M" 
AND( D.DOC_ID=M.DOC_ID 
AND( ( M.TYPE="A" 
AND EXISTS ( SELECT * 
FROM VARIANT_AUD VA, 
SI_CUENTMACHINE SI 
WHERE M.MONO_ID=VA.MONO_ID 
AND VA.QUALITY<=SI.SOUND_QUALITY 
AND VA.FORMAT<=SI.FORMAT_AUD)) 
OR ( M.TYPE="V" 
AND EXISTS ( SELECT * 
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FROM VARIANT_VID W , 
SI_CUENTMACHINE SI 
WHERE M.MONO_ID=W.MONO_ID 
AND W .COLOR<=SI.COLOR 
AND W.RESOLUTION1<=SI.RESOLUTION1 
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AND W.RESOLUTION2<=SI.RESOLUTION2 
AND W.FORMAT<=SI.FORMAT_VID)) 
OR ( M.TYPE="I" 
AND EXISTS ( SELECT* 
FROM VARIANT_IMG VI, 
SI_CUENTMACHINE SI 
WHERE M.MONO_ID=VI.MONO_ID 
AND VI.COLOR<=SI.COLOR 
AND VI.RESOLUTION1<=SI.RESOLUTION1 
AND VI.RESOLUTION2<=SI.RESOLUTION2 
AND VI.FORMAT<=SI. FORMAT_IMG)) 
OR ( M.TYPE="T" 
AND EXISTS ( SELECT* 
FROM VARIANT_TEXT VT, 
SI_CUENTMACHINE SI 
WHERE M.MONO_ID=VT.MONO_ID 
AND VT.FORMAT<=SI.FORMAT_TXT)) 
)) 
C. Implementation 
The implementation details, which concem the code and the user interface 
aspects, are not presented in this report. 
D. Tests and Comments 
Tests were developed in several steps. The first step was the database 
creation. From that point of view items were inserted into the database. Annex 2 
shows an example of the populated database. 
Queries were tested individually and gradually introduced into the program. 
In a first period, only the audio monomedia and profiles were tested. 
Gradually, text, video and image profiles, as well as monomedia are introduced 
for testing. We conclude emphasising that tests were clone gradually, using an 
increasingly integrity checking. 
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Chapter V: Conclusion and Future Work 
"The w ho!e is more than the sum of the parts." (Aristotle, Metaphysica) 
In this Chapter V, conclusions of this thesis are presented. This chapter 
begins with an overview of the argument of this thesis. Following it, the research 
concludes by providing some indicators for future work in the area of database 
queries and QoS management. 
Chapter I reported on the evolving notion of QoS in a DMS environment 
as well as CITR project goals. That section argued that for applications relying 
on the transfer of multimedia information, in particular continuous media, it is 
important that QoS is configurable, predictable and maintainable on an end-to-
end basis - that is system-wide, including the distributed system platform, 
operating system, transport system, the underlying network and - last but not 
least - the user need and request. In recognition of this, the thesis has argued for 
the need for an integrated end-to-end QoS architecture. Our idea was to enrich 
the user interface by a user-determined mechanism by which we can explicitly 
select or modify QoS. We al! know till which point "specs" are important. We 
consider then, that user should be able to propose or produce an "as good as 
possible" request, i.e. a request containing all QoS parameters needed, used or 
visualised by the user. 
Chapter II indicated the importance of QoS control, maintenance and 
management in distributed multimedia systems and showed how these functions 
are presented in the ''Broadband Services" project and the News-on-demand 
prototype. At that level author's contribution is focused on the QoS manager's 
tasks division. The aim is to introduce the delegation of some of these tasks to 
the database system. 
Chapter III described the author's contribution to the QoS end-to-end 
systems, QoS management and interactions with a DBMS. Our research leads to 
three theoretical solutions, presented and discussed in that chapter. The possible 
role of database systems in QoS negotiation and adaptation is examined. 
Different approaches of using database internai mechanisms are presented. This 
research ends with the development of a prototype whose implementation 
details are presented in Chapter IV. This latter chapter concerns especially 
database creation and internai techniques used to accomplish some of the QoS 
manager activities. 
The major aim of this project is thus concluded. The important 
contributions and realizations of the author's work are: 
• An adaptation of the initial prototype 
We develop our prototype and our research in the light of previous 
realizations of the main Broadband Services Project. We thus have to reuse 
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different data structure or modules, but also to point out the different 
obsolete aspects. 
• A research contribution concernmg the relational DBMS 
solutions. 
Author's research concludes to three theoretical solutions. According to 
those solutions, different QoS manager tasks can be performed by the 
DBMS. After studying different database internai mechanisms, we present 
the Client QoS-based Queries Solution, the Client & User QoS-based 
Queries Solution and the QoS Profiles Solution. A first theoretical 
evaluation of these solutions is performed in view of realization of our first 
prototype. 
• Perf orming a prototype. 
In the light of demonstrating the feasibility of the chosen solution, a 
prototype was performed. 
T his represents a first step concluded in this domain and regarding the goals 
of our project. 
There remain many specific areas of research in the field addressed by our 
prototype that should be developed in the future work. The major areas 
requiring investigation are presented hereafter. 
In our prototype we proved the feasibility of transferring activities from the 
QoS Manager to the DBMS. In Chapter III we propose three solutions dealing 
with this kind of interactions. Presently, there is only one implemented. The 
other two solutions should be implemented too, so that a comparison in terms 
of performance and efficacy can be developed. The aim of these two prototypes 
would be to prove the advantage of using internai database techniques in 
manipulating QoS parameters. 
Once the most efficient prototype decided, integration must be proceeded 
This best solution should be integrated in the News-on-demand prototype. In 
that light, the prototype must change of work platform, from a stand-alone 
environment to on A TM one. The aim is to validate the whole prototype, which 
means providing end-to-end QoS. 
V alidating the prototype can push the research further to extensions of the 
actual solutions that can be implemented and tested. 
The context of working in the CITR projects, emphasised the importance 
of coordination, planning, respecting dead-lines and integration features . 
Organization issues appeared while research and prototype development was 
performed between several distinct institutions. 
Associating industrial requirements and educational methods offers to a 
still-student a first constructive view of what a further carrier might represents. 
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7. Annex 1: Database Creation Script 
CREATE DATABASE "c:\Mes 
Documents\Anca\Memoire\Demo\Zip\Simul0612.gdb" PAGE SIZE 1024 
/ * Table: DOCUMENT, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE DOCUMENT (DOC_ ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
DOC_NAME CHAR(S0) , 
DOC_DATE DATE, 
DOC_AUTHOR CHAR(S0), 
DOC_TYPE CHAR(2) NOT NULL, 
DOC_ABSTRACT CHAR(l00), 
PRIMARY KEY (DOC_ID)); 
/* Table: FORMAT, Owner: SYSDBA * / 
CREATE TABLE FORMAT (ID FORMAT INTEGER NOT NULL, 
ID_CLIENT INTEGER NOT NULL, 
FORMAT_SUPPORTED CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY (ID_FORMAT)); 
/* Table: KEYWORDS , Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE KEYWORDS (DOC ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
KWD CHAR ( 5 0 ) , 
PRIMARY KEY (DOC_ID)); 
/* Table: LOGINS, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE LOGINS (LOGIN_ID CHAR(25) NOT NULL, 
PASSWD_ID CHAR(B) NOT NULL); 
/* Table: MONOMEDIA, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE MONOMEDIA (MONO ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
DOC_ ID INTEGER, 
TYPE MONO CHAR(l) NOT NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY (MONO_ID)); 
/* Table: MD, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE M_D (DOC_ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
DOC_NAME CHAR(S0), 
DOC_DATE DATE, 
DOC_AUTHOR CHAR(S0) , 
DOC_TYPE CHAR(2) NOT NULL, 
DOC_ABSTRACT CHAR(l00), 
PRIMARY KEY (DOC_ID)); 
/* Table: M_DOCUM, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE M DOCUM (NUM CHAR(25) NOT NULL); 
/* Table: PROFAUDIO, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE PROFAUDIO (ID PROF INTEGER NOT NULL, 
QUALITY_DESIRED CHAR(6) NOT NULL, 
QUAL_D SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
QUALITY_WORST CHAR(6) NOT NULL, 
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QUAL_W SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
LANGUAGE_DESIRED CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
PRIORITY CHAR(S0) NOT NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY (ID PROF)); 
/* Table: PROFIMAGE, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE PROFIMAGE (ID_PROF INTEGER NOT NULL, 
COLOR_DESIRED CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
COLOR_WORST CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
COLOR_PRI ORITY SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTIONl_DESIRED SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTION2_DESIRED SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTIONl_WORST SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTION2_WORST SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTION_PRIORITY SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY (ID_PROF)); 
/* Table: PROFTEXT, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE PROFTEXT (ID_PROF INTEGER NOT NULL, 
LANGUAGE_DESIRED CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
LANGUAGE_WORST CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
LANGUAGE_PRIORITY SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
FORMAT_TXT CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
FORMAT_PRIORITY SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY (ID_PROF)); 
/ * Table: PROFUSER, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE PROFUSER (ID USER INTEGER NOT NULL, 
ID_PROF I NTEGER NOT NULL, 
PROF_TYPE CHAR(l) NOT NULL, 
DATE_PROF DATE, 
PRIMARY KEY (ID_PROF, ID_USER)); 
/ * Table: PROFVIDEO, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE PROFVIDEO (ID_PROF INTEGER NOT NULL, 
COLOR_DESIRED CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
COLOR_WORST CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
COLOR_ PRIORITY SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTIONl_DESIRED SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTION2_DESIRED SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTIONl_WORST SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTION2_WORST SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTION PRIORITY SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
FRAMERATE_DESIRED SMALLINT, 
FRAMERATE_WORST SMALLINT, 
FRAMERATE PRIORITY SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY (ID_PROF)); 
/ * Table: SI_CLIENTMACHINE, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE SI CLIENTMACHINE (ID_CLIENT INTEGER NOT NULL, 
MACHINE_NAME CHAR(30) NOT NULL, 
SCREEN SIZE SMALLINT, 
RESOLUTIONl SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTION2 SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
COLOR CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
SOUND_QUALITY CHAR(6) NOT NULL, 
S_QUAL SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RELIABILITY SMALLINT, 
THROUGHPUT SMALLINT, 
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PRIMARY KEY (ID CLIENT)); 
/* Table: SI_CMEDIAFILE, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE SI_CMEDIAFILE (ID_SERVER INTEGER NOT NULL, 
RELIABILITY SMALLINT, 
THROUGHPUT SMALLINT, 
PRIMARY KEY (ID_SERVER)); 
/* Table: SI_NETWORK, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE SI_NETWORK (SITEl INTEGER NOT NULL, 
SITE2 INTEGER NOT NULL, 
RELIABILITY SMALLINT, 
THROUGHPUT SMALLINT, 
PRIMARY KEY (SITEl, SITE2)); 
/* Table: VARIANT_AUD, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE VARIANT_AUD (AUD_VAR ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
MONO_ID INTEGER, 
LANGUAGE CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
SAMPLE_RATE SMALLINT, 
BITS_PER_SAMPLE SMALLINT, 
SOUND_QUALITY CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
S_QUAL SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
FORMAT CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
VARSIZE SMALLINT, 
FILENAME CHAR(S0), 
SITE ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY (AUD VAR ID)); 
/* Table: VARIANT_IMG, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE VARIANT_IMG (IMG_VAR ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
MONO_ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
COLOR CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTIONl SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTION2 SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
FORMAT CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
VARSIZE SMALLINT, 
FILENAME CHAR(S0), 
SITE ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY (IMG_VAR_ID)); 
/* Table: VARIANT_TEXT, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE VARIANT_TEXT (TEX_VAR ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
MONO_ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
LANGUAGE CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
FORMAT CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
VARSIZE SMALLINT, 
FILENAME CHAR(S0), 
SITE ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY (TEX_VAR_ID) ); 
/* Table: VARIANT_VID, Owner: SYSDBA */ 
CREATE TABLE VARIANT VID (VID VAR ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
- -
MONO_ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
COLOR CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTIONl SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
RESOLUTION2 SMALLINT NOT NULL, 
FRAMERATE SMALLINT, 
BITRATE SMALLINT, 
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FORMAT CHAR(ll) NOT NULL, 
VARSIZE SMALLINT, 
FILENAME CHAR(50), 
SITE ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY (VID_VAR_ID)); 
ALTER TABLE KEYWORDS ADD FOREIGN KEY (DOC_ID) REFERENCES 
DOCUMENT(DOC ID); 
ALTER TABLE MONOMEDIA ADD FOREIGN KEY (DOC_ID) REFERENCES 
DOCUMENT(DOC_ ID); 
ALTER TABLE FORMAT ADD FOREIGN KEY (ID_CLIENT) REFERENCES 
SI CLIENTMACHINE(ID CLIENT); 
- -
ALTER TABLE SI NETWORK ADD FOREIGN KEY (SITEl) REFERENCES 
SI CMEDIAFILE(ID SERVER); 
- -
ALTER TABLE SI NETWORK ADD FOREIGN KEY (SITE2) REFERENCES 
SI_CMEDIAFILE(ID_SERVER); 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT AUD ADD FOREIGN KEY (MONO ID) REFERENCES 
MONOMEDIA(MONO_ID); 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT AUD ADD FOREIGN KEY (SITE ID) REFERENCES 
SI CMEDIAFILE(ID SERVER); 
- -
ALTER TABLE VARIANT IMG ADD FOREIGN KEY (MONO ID) REFERENCES 
MONOMEDIA(MONO_ID); 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT IMG ADD FOREIGN KEY (SITE_ID) REFERENCES 
SI_CMEDIAFILE(ID_SERVER); 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT TEXT ADD FOREIGN KEY (MONO ID) REFERENCES 
MONOMEDIA(MONO_ID); 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT TEXT ADD FOREIGN KEY (SITE_ID) REFERENCES 
SI CMEDIAFILE(ID SERVER); 
- -ALTER TABLE VARIANT VID ADD FOREIGN KEY (MONO_ ID) REFERENCES 
MONOMEDIA(MONO ID); 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT VID ADD FOREIGN KEY (SITE ID) REFERENCES 
SI_CMEDIAFILE(ID_SERVER); 
ALTER TABLE DOCUMENT ADD 
check (doc_ type in ( "M", "Mm") ) 
ALTER TABLE MONOMEDIA ADD 
check (type_rnono in ("t", "i", "a", "v")) 
ALTER TABLE PROFAUDIO ADD 
check (quality_desired in ("NoAudioQ", "CD", "Phone")) 
ALTER TABLE PROFAUDIO ADD 
check (quality_worst in ("NoAudioQ", "CD", "Phone") ) 
ALTER TABLE PROFAUDIO ADD 
check (language_desired in ("No_Language", "English", 
"French", "German", "Spanish", "Dutch", "Arabie")) 
ALTER TABLE PROFAUDIO ADD 
check (priority in ("Language, Sound_Quality", 
"Sound_ Quality, Language")) 
ALTER TABLE PROFIMAGE ADD 
check (color_desired in ("Super_color", "Color", 
"Black 
_white", "Grey_scale", "No color")) 
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ALTER TABLE PROFIMAGE ADD 
check (color desired in ("Super_color", "Color", 
"Black_white ", "Grey_scale", "No_color") ) 
ALTER TABLE PROFTEXT ADD 
check (language_desired in ("No_Language", "English", 
"French", "German", "Spanish", "Dutch", "Arabi e ") ) 
ALTER TABLE PROFTEXT ADD 
check (language_worst in ("No_Language ", "English ", 
"French", "German", "Spanish", "Dutch", "Arabie")) 
ALTER TABLE PROFTEXT ADD 
check (format t x t in ("No_Format", "word95", "word97", 
"wordpf", "wps", "as c ", "ans", "mcw", "dot", "txt ", "rtf", 
"ms_ dos", "htm", "html") ) 
ALTER TABLE PROFUSER ADD 
check (prof_type in ("t", "i", "a", "v")) 
ALTER TABLE PROFVIDEO ADD 
check (color desired in ("Super_color", "Color", 
"Black_white ", "Grey_scale", "No_color")) 
ALTER TABLE PROFVIDEO ADD 
check (color_worst in ( "Super_color", "Color", 
"Black_white", "Grey_scale", "No_color ")) 
ALTER TABLE FORMAT ADD 
check (format supported in 
"No_Format", "gif", "jpg", "pcd", 
"wmf", "wpg", "word95", "word97", 
"ans", 
"mpg", 
"mcw" , "dot", "txt ", "rtf", 
"avi", "vdo", "mov", "ra" ) ) 
ALTER TABLE SI CLIENTMACHINE ADD 
( "NoFormat", "mp3", "wav", 
"pcx ", "png", "raw", "tif", 
"wordpf", "wps", "as c ", 
"ms_dos", "htm", "html", 
check (color in ("Super_color", "Color", 
"Black_white", "Grey_scale ", "No color")) 
ALTER TABLE SI CLIENTMACHINE ADD 
check (sound_quality in ("NoAudioQ", "CD", "Phone")) 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT AUD ADD 
check (language in ("No_Language", "English", 
"French", "German", "Spanish", "Dutch", "Arabi e " )) 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT AUD ADD 
check (sound_quality in ("NoAudioQ", "CD", "Phone")) 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT AUD ADD 
check (format in ("NoFormat", "mp3", "wav" )) 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT IMG ADD 
check (color in ("Super_color", "Color", 
"Black_white", "Grey_scale", "No color")) 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT IMG ADD 
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check (format in ("No_Format", "gif", "jpg", "pcd", 
"pcx", "png", "raw", "tif", "wmf", "wpg")) 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT TEXT ADD 
check (language in ("No Language", "English", 
"French", "German", "Spanish", "Dutch", "Arabie")) 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT TEXT ADD 
check (format in ("No Format", "word95", "word97", 
"wordpf", "wps", "asc", "ans", "mcw", "dot", "txt", "rtf", 
"ms_ dos", "htm", "html") ) 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT VID ADD 
check ( col or in ("Super_ col or", "Color", 
"Black_white", "Grey_scale", "No color")) 
ALTER TABLE VARIANT VID ADD 
check (format in ("NoFormat", "mpg", "avi", "vdo", 
"mov", "ra") ) 
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□ 
8. Annex 2: Acronyms List 
A 1M = Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
CAS = Center for Advanced Studies 
CITR = Canadian Institute for Telecommunication Research 
CMTP = Continuous Media Transport Protocol 
CMFS = Continuous Media File Server 
DMS = Distributed Multimedia Systems 
DMSA = D istributed Multimedia Systems Application 
HCI = Human-Computer Interfaces 
HeiTP = Heidelberg Protocol 
HeiTS = Heidelberg System 
MSC = Message Sequence Chatt 
OSI = Open Systems Interconnection 
QoS = Quality of Service 
RCAP = Real-time Channel Administration Protocol 
RMTP = Real-time Message Transport Protocol 
RSVP = Resource Reservation Protocol 
RTCMP = Real-time Control Message Protocol 
SDU = Service D ata Units 
ST-II = Stream Transport Protocol Version Two 
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